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สารบั ญ
สวนที่ ๑ : พิธีเปด
พระดำรัสของสมเด็จพระเจาลูกเธอ เจาฟาจุฬาภรณวลัยลักษณ อัครราชกุมารี
คำกราบบังคมทูลของ ฯพณฯ นายยงยุทธ วิชัยดิษฐ รองนายกรัฐมนตรี
สุนทรพจน ฯพณฯ น.ส. ยิ่งลักษณ ชินวัตร นายกรัฐมนตรี
สุนทรพจน ฯพณฯ นายยงยุทธ วิชัยดิษฐ รองนายกรัฐมนตรี

สวนที่ ๒ : สาสน
สมเด็จพระสังฆราช
สมเด็จพระพุฒาจารย
สมเด็จพระมหารัชมังคลาจารย
สมเด็จพระมหาวีรวงศ
สมเด็จพระมหามุนีวงศ
สมเด็จพระวันรัต
สมเด็จพระพุทธโฆษาจารย
พระพรหมวชิรญาณ
พระพรหมเมธาจารย
พระพรหมมุนี
พระธรรมวราภรณ
พระธรรมธัชมุนี
พระธรรมโกศาจารย
พระเทพปริยัตวิมล
พระมหาคณาจารยจีนธรรมาสมาธิวัตร
พระคาดินันท
พล.อ.เปรม ติณณสูลานนท
ฯพณฯ นส. ยิ่งลักษณ ชินวัตร
นายยงยุทธ วิชัยดิษฐ
นายกิตติรัตน ณ ระนอง
นายชุมพล ศิลปอาชา
พล.อ.ยุทธศักดิ์ ศศิประภา
นายวรวัจน เอื้ออภิญญกุล
นางนลินี ทวีสิน
นายนิวัฒนธำรง บุญทรงไพศาล
พล.อ.อ.สุกำพล สุวรรณทัต
นายสุรพงษ โตวิจักษณ ชัยกุล
นายสันติ พรอมพัทน
นายธีระ วงศสมุทร
นายณัฐวุฒิ ใสเกื้อ

(๑)
(๓)
(๕)
(๗)

๑
ประธานกรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
ประธานคณะผูปฎิบัติหนาที่สมเด็จพระสังฆราช
คณะผูปฎิบัติหนาที่สมเด็จพระสังฆราช
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
กรรมการมหาเถรสมาคม
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยมหามงกุฎราชวิทยาลัย
เจาคณะจีนนิกาย
นครวาติกัน
ประธานองคมนตรี
นายกรัฐมนตรี
รองนายกรัฐมนตรี
รองนายกรัฐมนตรี
รองนายกรัฐมนตรี
รองนายกรัฐมนตรี
รัฐมนตรีประจำสำนักนายกรัฐมนตรี
รัฐมนตรีประจำสำนักนายกรัฐมนตรี
รัฐมนตรีประจำสำนักนายกรัฐมนตรี
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงกลาโหม
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงการตางประเทศ
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงพัฒนาสังคมและความมั่นคงของมนุษย

รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงเกษตรและสหกรณ
รัฐมนตรีชวยวาการกระทรวงเกษตรและสหกรณ
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๓
๔
๖
๗
๘
๙
๑๑
๑๒
๑๓
๑๔
๑๕
๑๖
๑๗
๑๘
๑๙
๒๐
๒๒
๒๓
๒๕
๒๖
๒๗
๒๘
๒๙
๓๐
๓๑
๓๓
๓๔
๓๕
๓๖
๓๗

นาวาอากาศเอกอนุดิษฐ นาครทรรพ
นายอารักษ ชลธารนนท
นายบุญทรง เตริยาภิรมย
นายศิรัฒน ขจรประศาสน
นายชูชาติ หาญสวัสดิ์
นายฐานิสร เทียนทอง
พลตำรวจเอกประชา พรหมนอก
นายเผดิมชัย สะสมทรัพย
นางกุสุมล คุณปลื้ม
ดร.ปรอดประสบ สุวัสวดี
นายสุชาติ ธาดาธำรงเวช
นายศักดา คงเพชร
นายวิทยา บูรณศิริ
นายสุรวิทย คนสมบูรณ
นายพงษสวัสดิ์ สวัสดิวัสน
พอ.อ.อิทธิพร ศุภวงศ
พลเรือเอกสุรศักดิ์ หรุนเริงรมย
พล.ต.อ.เพรียวพันธ ดามาพงษ
หมอมราชวงศสุขุมพันธุ บริพัตร
นายวิทยา ผิวผอง
นายปรีชา กันธิยะ
นายจรูญ นาราคร
นายนพรัตน เบญจวัฒนานันท
ดร.ศศิธารา พิชัยชาญณรงค
ศ.ดร.สมคิด เลิศไพฑูรย
รศ.ดร.วุฒชัย กปลกาญจน
รศ.ดร.วันชัย ศิริชนะ
ดร.อาทิตย อุไรรัตน
ผศ.ดร.สมเดช นิลพันธุ
รศ.ดร.สุพล วุฒิเสน
ผศ.ดร.ประภา กาหยี
รศ.ดร.สารภี วรรณตรง
ผศ.ดร.มาณพ ภาษิตวิไลธรรม
นายณรงค ชวสินธุ
ดร.มัทนา สานติวัตร
ผศ.ลักขณา บรพกาญจน
รศ.ดร.ศิวะศิษย ช่ำชอง
รศ.ดร.เสาวนีย ไทยรุงโรจน
นายพรชัย มงคลวนิช
ภราดา ดร.บัญชา แสงหิรัญ
ผศ.นพ.เฉลิมชัย บุญยะลีพรรณ

รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงทคโนโลยีสารสนเทศและการสี่อสาร
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงพลังงาน
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงพาณิชย
รมช.วาการกระทรวงพานิชย
รัฐมนตรีชวยวาการกระทรวงมหาดไทย
รัฐมนตรีชวยวาการกระทรวงมหาดไทย
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงยุติธรรม
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงแรงงาน
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงวัฒนธรรม
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงวิทยาศาสตรและเทคโนโลยี
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงศึกษาธิการ
รัฐมนตรีชวยวาการกระทรวงศึกษาธิการ
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงสาธารณสุข
รัฐมนตรีชวยวาการกระทรวงสาธารณสุข
รัฐมนตรีวาการกระทรวงอุตสสาหกรรม
ผูบัญชาการกองทัพอากาศ
ผูบัญชาการทหารเรือ
ผูบัญชาการตำรวจแหงชาติ
ผูวาราชการกรุงเทพมหานคร
ผูวาราชการจังหวัดพระนครศรีอยุธยา
อธิบดีกรมการศาสนา
รองอธิบดีกรมการศาสนา
ผูอำนวยการสำนักพุทธฯ
ปลัดกระทรวงศึกษาธิการ
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยธรรมศาสตร
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเกษตรศาสตร
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยแมฟาหลวง
อธิการบดีมหาวิยาลัยรังสิต
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏนครปฐม
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏบานสมเด็จเจาพระยา
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏภูเก็ต
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏสุรินทร
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏเชียงราย
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยนอรท-เชียงใหม
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยกรุงเทพ
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏธนบุรี
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยภาคตะวันออกเฉียงเหนือ
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยลัยหอการคาไทย
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยสยาม
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยอัสสัมชัญ
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยศรีนครินวิโรฒ
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๓๘
๓๙
๔๐
๔๑
๔๒
๔๓
๔๔
๔๕
๔๖
๔๗
๔๘
๔๙
๕๐
๕๑
๕๒
๕๓
๕๔
๕๕
๕๖
๕๗
๕๘
๕๙
๖๐
๖๑
๖๒
๖๔
๖๖
๖๗
๖๘
๖๙
๗๐
๗๑
๗๔
๗๕
๗๖
๗๗
๗๘
๗๙
๘๐
๘๑
๘๒

นพ.จุฬาเกษม ชินะผา
ผศ.วุฒิศักดิ์ ลาภเจริญทรัพย
ดร.อินทร จันทรเจริญ
ดร.รัชนีพร พุคยาภรณ พุกกะมาน
ศ.รัตนา รัตนวิน
นายสาธิต พุทธชัยยงค
รศ.ดร.อิสสรีย หรรจรูญโรจน
รศ.ดร.กิตติ ตรีเศรษฐ
อาจารยปราณี วงษชวลิตกุล
รศ.ดร.ศิโรจน ผลพันธิน
ผศ.ดร.เศาวนิต เศาณานนท
ศ.นพ.สมพล พงศไทย
รศ. ดร. ปราณี สังขะตะวรรธน
รศ. ดร. เปรื่อง กิจรัตนภร
นพ.พรชัย พิญญพงษ
นายวิโรจน อุนทรัพย
นายอินทพร จั่นเอี่ยม
นายเฉลิมพล มีศิลารัตน
นายสมชาย สุรชาตรี

อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเซนตจอหน
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยรามคำแหง
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเชียงราย
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยศรีปทุม
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยมหิดล
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีราชมงคลกรุงเทพ
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีราชมงคล รัจนโกสินทร

๘๓
๘๔
๘๕
๘๖
๘๗
๘๘
๘๙
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ธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฏนครราชสีมา
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยบูรพา
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยสุโขทัยธรรมาธิราช
อธิการบดีมหาวิยาลัยราชภัฏพระนคร
ประธานยุวพุทธฯ
ผูอำนวยการกองศาสนศึกษา
ผูอำนวยการสำนักงานพุทธมณฑล
ผูอำนวยการกองศาสนสถาน
ผูอำนวยการกองศาสนสมบัติ

สวนที่ ๓: กำหนดการ
ภาคผนวก

๙๑
๙๒
๙๓
๙๕
๙๖
๙๗
๙๘
๙๙
๑๐๐
๑๐๑
๑๐๒

๑๐๕
๑๐๙
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Part II
Messages
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Message The United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
From Supreme Patriarch of Thailand
Vesak Day, the most important day of Buddhism has come again another time of which this
year falls on June 4, 2012. This year Vesak is the greatest of all as it is the year of the 26th Buddhist
century or 2600 years of the Buddha's Enlightenment, or 2600 years of the existence of Buddhism.

Buddhism is the teaching of the Buddha; briefly saying, it is to let us know the truth of life
which is about Dukkha or sufferings, the nature of life. Saying in broad- view principles, it is the
teaching of excluding the wrong doings, performing the good deeds and purifying one's mind.
Whenever mentioning by the principles of practices, it is the teaching of moral conduct, meditation
and wisdom practices for the result of well-being for many people or for worldwide people.

Therefore, in the occasion of the great 26 centuries of Buddhism with the generally
organizing of celebrations, I would like to invite the Buddhists to commemorate the Dhammas that
the Buddha kindly taught in accordance with the above-mentioning, and persuade oneself to truly
study and practice together with the wider dissemination to the world population, for the well-being of
humanity for good. Then, this will really be the so-called celebrations of the 26 centuries of
Buddhism.

May the power of the three Gem and virtuous merits grant you all prosperities and happiness
forever.

Supreme Patriarch Somdej Phra Yanasangvara
Somdej Phra Sangharaj Sakol Mahasanghaparinayok
Wat Bawaranivesvihara
The President of Supreme Sangha Council Committee
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak

Vesak Day is a significantly important day. For Buddhists, Vesak Day is of importance
as the Buddha Himself as it is the day when He was born, enlightened and passed away. It was
on the full moon day of the sixth lunar month. All Buddhists feel deeply bond to this day and
unite specifically to celebrate the the Buddha. The special celebrations of “Vesak Day” is due to
the enlightenment of the Buddha has brought peaceful happiness and warmth to the world. What
He enlightened is the Dhamma, the most valuable heritage that creates happiness and great
warmth needed to mankind, on the contrary to sufferings and the flame. The Dhamma is
therefore a valuable heritage.
For Thailand, we have intelligent ancestors who understand Buddhism so deeply
therefore we have inherited their heritage and bring us happiness and warmth from then until
now.
The United Nations has recognized the importance of Buddhism that has expanded in the
world and agreed a consensus to make Vesak Day an International Day since 15 December 1999.
The world has accepted that as we all happiness and warmth. On the full moon day of the sixth
lunar month, we therefore gather together to celebrate.
This Vesak Day 2012, Thai government has contributed a budget to promote meditation
practice and Dhamma propagation that are the greatest of all homage to signify Vesak Day and
Buddhajayanti : 2600 years of Buddha’s Enlightenment. In addition, it is to celebrate the 80th
birthday of Her Majesty the Queen and 60th birthday of HRH Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn.
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University has been honored to invite Buddhist leaders
around the world to celebrate this occasion in Thailand. With the agreement of the Sangha
Supreme Council, the organization is deemed to be with appropriateness and of high importance.
An organization committee has been established to serve the purpose.
I thank the government who recognizes the importance of Vesak Day and thank all
parties and persons who are part of this highly honored celebrations to Vesak International Day.

Somdej Phra Buddhacharya
President of the Executive Committee for the Supreme Patriarch
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Message
On Buddhajayanti: 2600 years of the Buddha’s Enlightenment
The full moon day of Vesak month is considered an appointment day for Buddhists
around the world to commemorate the physical appearing of the Buddha, the appearing of
His wisdom and His nirvana. Buddhists altogether therefore pay homage by giving charity,
observing the precepts, practicing meditation and offering flowers specially as Vesak Day is
considered an International Day.
The anniversary of Vesak Day reminds us all to develop ourselves to a higher stage
and to be determined to propagate the happiness and peace to all mankind with the Dhamma
that the Buddha has given to us.
The days have passed and brought us to the 2600th anniversary this year. This has
proven and witnessed the wisdom, purity and mercy of the Buddha who has provided eternal
ultimate Truth to all beings and has enabled us to overcome the vast ocean of crisis, natural
disasters, wars and social disagreements with the underlying wisdom.
Carefulness and awareness are the main teachings that the Buddha always emphasized
and taught to Buddhists. It is for us to realize and practice it, to exemplify to others and to
bring Buddhism to the spirit of mankind to experience the light of our life. It is also to
signify our gratefulness to Him in the occasion of Buddhajayanti : 2600 years of the
Buddha’s Enlightenment.
I thank all Buddhist leaders and scholars from international countries to give us an
honor for being our guests and work together for the peace of mankind in Thailand. Together
with this occasion, this year is to celebrate the 80th birthday of Her Majesty the Queen and
60th birthday of HRH Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn. I would like to congratulate and
express my appreciation to the International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU)
and the International Council for Day of Vesak for the organization of Vesak Day 2012 at
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, Ayutthaya province and at the United Nations
Conference Center in Bangkok.
Sabbe sattƗ sadƗ honti

averƗ sukhajƯvino

May all beings have no enmity and live happily ever

Somdej Phra Maharatchamangalacharn
Abbot of Wat Paknam
Chief Superintendent of the North Ecclesiastics
Superintendent of Sanamluang Pali Studies
Member of Executive Committee for the Supreme Patriarch
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Dhamma Message
Vesak Day commemorates the day when the Buddha was born, enlightened and passed
away. It takes place on the full moon day of the 6th month and is a significant and miraculous
day. The Buddha’s enlightenment has brought peace to all mankind. His preaching or Dhamma
has brought about a true peace that is proven by the ones who practice it, with no boundaries of
time or space.
Most importantly, Vesak Day is considered an International Day. The Dhamma of the
Buddha has played a significant role in solving the problems of mankind in living happily
together.
This year, 2012, provides a good opportunity for Buddhists around the world to celebrate
Buddhajayanti, 2,600 years of Buddha’s Enlightenment. It is a good occasion to meet and to
exchange ideas with the objective of applying Buddhism to resolve the crisis of mankind and
apply the Buddha’s wisdom for the benefit of mankind. It is also the time to celebrate the 80th
birthday of Her Majesty the Queen and the 60th birthday of HRH Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn.
All Thai people may take this opportunity to do good deeds for both of them.
I thank all those involved in the organization of this International Vesak Day, 2012, and
wish you all success and smooth sailing.

Somdej Phra Mahaweerawong
Member of Thai Sangha Supreme Council
Wat Samphanthawong Voravihara
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2012

The United Nations has recognized the importance of Buddhism that has contributed to
the peace of mankind so it has established Vesak Day as an International Day since 1999. Vesak
Day commemorates the day when the Buddha was born, enlightened and passed away.
Thailand has customs related to Vesak Day that we inherited from our ancestors long
ago. We offer food to the monks, practice the precepts, listen to Dhamma and avoid all bad
behavior. This year, 2012, is also Buddhajayanti - 2,600 years of Buddha’s Enlightenment - so
the government has organized celebrations for this special occasion throughout the country to
honor the Buddha.
On this auspicious occasion may all Buddhists richly realize the Dhamma of the Buddha
and have all the abilities needed to hold to the Dhamma as life guidance for their benefit and
society’s. This will lead to a peaceful world forever.

Somdej Phra Mahamuniwong
The Abbot of Wat Ratchabopit Sathitmahasimaram
Member of Thai Sangha Supreme Council
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2012
On this occasion the International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU), the Committee for
World Vesak Association and the government of Thailand both public and the private sectors are organizing the
Day of World Vesak Celebration 2012 under the theme of “Virtuous Wisdom of Buddha for all Mankind” , so
here I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all the people and organization for their thoughtful
intensions and good will to support this memorable day which highlights the united spirit of worldwide
followers of The Buddha who are working through these activities to make the world a better place to live
happily for all living beings .
The emergence of Buddha as a teacher has enlightened all fellow beings during His period of time to
the present generation. Buddha is respected as an originator who has lighten the candle of knowledge which is
based on truth and universality and till now his disciples are continuing this light to glow brighter and brighter
and spread the universal loving- kindness to all. Buddha shows us the path lead to enlightenment which is a
complete extinction of all passions and access to the real happiness of life. Thus, it says:
“Once the Man is born, his external benefit has been spread all over just for the sake of happiness for
all beings on the earth and the heaven. Such man is The Buddha”.
His Dhamma is based on righteousness. It was created and proved by the Buddha himself, it has five
characteristic to be remarked as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Be self-aware. It can be thoroughly understood but not just merely heard but have to be believed by the
followers themselves.
Be up to date always or be mindful. As his Dhamma is based on fact and it is always up to dated.
Be expressed to all. As it is the fact where coverage is not needed. On the contrary it should be carried
in all walks of life.
Be conscious or right understanding. Only studying might not be sufficient along with the studies
regular experience is also important as it will pave the way thoroughly to visualize and understand the
Dhamma.
Be individual. Good deeds will be fruitful and be individual rather than be dependent on others. Thus
the well practitioner will not be doubtful to his/her own consciousness

It took 45 years to Buddha to establish his Dhamma in His own land and also he travelled across His
land to extend and spread His teachings until he passed away or attained Pari-Nirvana. At His last day He
warned His Fellows not to take risk of their own lives,
“All which is invented will be deteriorated. Be positioned on carefulness always”
So, I wish may the value of our noble triple gem and the merit should bless everyone and have a
glorious and bright lives ahead and also this event should reach the supreme success and also become
fruitful to everyone .

Somdej Phra Wannarat
Acting Chief Superintendent of Dhammayuttika Nikaya
Member of the Supreme Sangha Council
Wat Bawonivet Vihara
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Dhamma Message

Vesak Day is an important day for Buddhists around the world as it connotes the day
when Buddha was born, enlightened and passed away. The Holy Master contains three qualities
- wisdom, purity and mercy - to all gods, people and all beings. Therefore, on the occasion of
Vesak 2012, we should pay homage to the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha, and hold on to
them as a refuge and guiding way of life. This will bring peace to all mankind.
On this rare occasion, we should study the teachings of the Buddha to realize and to
comprehend thoroughly in order to make a true Dhamma understanding . You need to have
determination, and follow the Buddha path with an unshaken faith in accordance with the
Buddha’s original intention.
May the power of the Triple Gem and all the good deeds bring you all happiness forever.

Somdej Phra Buddhaghosacharya
Wat Suthat Thepphawararam Rajaworamahavihara
Member of Thai Sangha Supreme Council
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Buddhajayanti:
The 2600 years of the Buddha’s Enlightenment
Royal Highness Prince Sitthattha

Of Sakya family

Offered high mercy

marked more thousand years

Born in Land of Man

As candlelight bright and clear

On Visak Day full moon

80 years B.E.

At His age of twenty-nine

He dethroned with glee

To cross over a wild sea

of Samsara

For six years He devoted

to wipe off all bad sins

Finally he could win

enlightenment at Buddhagaya

On full moon of 6th lunar month

at His thirty-five He won Mara

The Lord with His Dharma

and His Sangha helped mankind

Forty-five of hard years

all Dharmas he unhinds

Until the last day he died

at His eighty years

So long last his wisdom

His purity was seen via

His mercy to all dear

followers in the World

It is two thousand six hundred years

since His birth on the Earth

Enlightenment He earned

for the sake of all clans

Every single Buddhist

prays together and

Asks for His gracious hands

to save Land with fine peace

Phra Phrom Vajrayana
Member of Thai Sangha Supreme Council
The Abbot of Wat Yannawa, Bangkok
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2012

Vesak Day is an important day of Buddhism. It is the day that marks the birth, enlightenment and passing
away of the Lord Buddha. This day is not only honored among Thai Buddhists but also Buddhists from
all over the world. Clearly, the United Nations established this day an international day because of its
importance, which is well recognized by all Buddhists.
Dear Buddhists, what should we do on this special day? The Lord Buddha said in Pali, “Tasma saddhañca
sưlañca pasƘdam dhammadassanam anuyuñjetha medhƘvư saram buddhƘnasƘsanam“ , which means when
thinking of Buddhism, the wise should cultivate virtues such as confidence, morality, clarity of mind, and
realization in mind. People who have followed such ways will be recognized as good Buddhists. If
confidence and clarity of mind are established, it would result in a perfect outcome. Confidence is our
belief that the Lord Buddha was enlightened. We call it “TathƘgatabodhisaddhƘ” (Confidence in the
Buddha’s Enlightenment). After that, we develop confidence within ourselves and acceptance, which we
call “Buddhist Assembly”. The Lord Buddha is called “Buddho” which means the one who has known,
awakened and become enlightened. He is also known as “Susuddho” which means the one who is
purified. He is also named as “KarunƘmahannavo”, which means the Buddha has mercy the size of the
ocean to all beings.
The Lord Buddha has spread his endless kindness to all mankind and wishes them to be able to cross over
SamsƘra. He also points out the way to peace which is cried for in this era. Peace will never happen
without decent actions such as doing good deeds and avoiding bad deeds.

Phra Phrommethacharya
Member of the Sangha Supreme Council
Abbot of Wat Buranasiri Mattayaram
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2012

On this auspicious occasion of Buddhajyanti: 2600 years of Buddha’s Enlightenment
may peace and harmony should prevail in the world and may they follow the saying and
teachings of Buddha:

“Winner may cause loose may suffer but one who overcome winning and loosing stay
in peace happily”.

Phra Brahmamuni
Member of the Sangha Supreme Council

Wat Rajborpit
Bangkok
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Message
On Buddhajayanti: The Celebration of 2600 years of the Buddha’s Enlightenment

It is the attempt of human beings to solve the world environmental problems for the
safety, avoidance, relieve and to accept it with curiosity, investigation of causal relationship with
dedication and wisdom of mankind. This is the winning result of the SiddhƗrtha Gautama
Buddha of ĝƗkya family, Kapilavatthu, India, Asia.
It is the attempt of human beings.
It is human life.
It is human value.
It is the survival of the world.
That is the freedom and peace of all mankind.

Phra Dhammawaraphon
Member of Thai Sangha Supreme Council
Sangha Governor – Region 11
Wat Kruawan Voravihara
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Message from Phra Dhamatuchamuni, Member of the Sangha Supreme Council
On the Occasion of Vesak Day 2012

The 9th International Conference and Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak
will take place at Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University this year. Since this year is
Buddhajayanti, connoting the auspicious 2600 years of Buddha’s enlightenment, it is a
good opportunity to worship to the Lord Buddha. We can do this by practicing
meditation, memorizing the Buddha’s enlightenment and demonstrating harmony to
persuade mankind to consider the importance of the Dhamma, which can bring peace to
the world.
For 45 years the Lord Buddha worked for the benefit of mankind. He went in
every direction to announce the Four Noble Truths, which can release living beings from
suffering. He came as a light into a darkened world, revealing the Dhamma that brings
good spirits and permanent peace for all living creatures. Although the Buddha passed
away more than 2555 years ago, his Dhamma teaching lives on, celebrated on the lunar
day of Vesak, the best cultural heritage mankind has ever been given. Therefore,
Buddhists should maintain and follow the heritage that the Buddha gave us to insure that
peace will grow in society.
May this world Buddhist conference spread the light of peace as the Magga (path)
which the Buddha taught 2600 years ago.
I wish all of you happiness and the accumulation of merit in the Dhamma and
congratulate you for your efforts.
sadƗ dippatu saddhammo tathƗgatappavedito
May the Dhamma and the Buddha’s teachings flourish forever.

Phra Dhamatuchamuni, Member of the
Sangha Supreme Council
Wat Wat Pathum Wanaram
Pathumwan, Bangkok
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Congratulatory Messages
From
The Most Ven. Ching Hsin
Rector, Ching Chueh Buddhist Sangha University
President, World Chinese Buddhist Sangha Council
Taiwan

The thrice-sacred day of Vesak, celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing away of the Buddha Gautama, is
the most important event for Buddhists all over the world. I am truly happy to learn that the United Nations Day of
Vesak 2012/2555 will be held in Thailand under the theme of “Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of
Humanity.”
After becoming enlightened under the bodhi tree, Sakyamuni Buddha devoted his whole life, out of his
compassion to the world and his concern to humanity’s well-being, to promote truth and relieve living beings from
sufferings until the last moment prior to his obtain pari-nirvana. This year is the 2555th year in Buddhist calendar. We
are living in the so-called E epoch when the information technology is advancing rapidly. All Buddhists should concern
about the subject of upholding Buddha’s compassion, complying with the needs of time, and implementing the
dissemination and promotion of Buddha dhamma to work together for well-being of all humanity.
From the bottom of my heart, I fully admire the Thai Government and the Most Venerable Dr. Phra
Dharmakosajarn, Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University in organizing the ninth United Nations Day of
Vesak. The theme of the Celebrations, “Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity,” is of great
importance. I believe the participants will have productive discussions and be able to come up with positive policies
and solutions. Finally, I wish the Celebrations big success!
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CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
FROM NATIONAL VIETNAM BUDDHIST SANGHA
On the 2012 United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
in Ayutthaya & Bangkok, Thailand
Ho Chi Minh City, April 24, 2012

- Yours Holinesses, Most Venerables, Leaders and Members of the Maha
Sangha,
- Excellencies, Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlements
First of all, I am extremely pleased and honored to express my best wishes and
heartfelt congratulations to all of you on the United Nations Day of Vesak
Celebrations 2012 in the Royal Kingdom of Thailand.
At present, we are living in the most important period of human society. The more
modern technology, science and advanced civilization have been developing, the
more we have been facing many stresses, sufferings and challenges with the grave
issues such as wars, conflicts, violence, economic crisis, global warming and natural
disasters including earthquakes, etc. The Buddha’s noble teachings on no-self, nonviolence, peace, harmony, unity, compassion, happiness, and liberation, etc., are
always the very lodestar in cultivation for inner peace, enlightenment and the
freedom of mind.
On the occassion of the 2600th Sambuddha Jayanti and the 80th Birthday
Anniversary of Her Majesty the Queen as well as the 60th Birthday of His Royal
Highness the Crown Prince, the 9th International Conference of the United Nations
Day of Vesak 2012 is hosted and held by the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University in Ayutthaya and Bangkok, the Royal Kingdom of Thailand from May 31
to June 2, 2012 with the blessings of the Supreme Sangha Council and the Royal Thai
Government along with the participation of about 5,000 delegates from many
Buddhist countries all over the world. It is a wonderful oppotunity for all of us to
gather together in friendship and harmony in order to commemorate and respect to
the Buddha’s noble life and pure teachings on development of human morality and
social order, to introspect on the principle of Buddhist virtues for mental
development, to discuss and find the best effective
f
solutions for global recovery. This
1
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is the foundation of our life, of peace, happiness and sustainability of human being in
the world.
On behalf of the National Vietnam Buddhist Sangha (VBS) as well as on my own
behalf, I would like to express my deepest appreciation with goodwill message and
felicitations to His Majesty the King, Her Majesty the Queen and His Royal Highness
the Crown Prince of Thailand; His Holiness the Supreme Patriarch and the Supreme
Sangha Council of Thailand; the United Nations office; the Organizing Committee of
the
United
Nations
Day
of
Vesak
Celebrations
2012;
the
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University and all Thai citizens. May His Majesty
the King and Her Majesty the Queen along with His Royal Highness the Crown
Prince of Thailand having have a good health, long life and happiness. May all
delegates and international Buddhist delegations as well as all of us have a peaceful
anf joyful living in the Dhamma of the Lord Buddha. I wish our 2012 International
Buddhist Conference a great success.

On behalf of the National Vietnam Buddhist Sangha

Most Ven. Prof. Dr. THICH TRI QUANG
(Vice President, the Executive Council of National Vietnam Buddhist Sangha (VBS);
Rector of Vietnam Buddhist University in HCMC- Vietnam)
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Message The United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
From The President of IABU/ICDV
The people, the Buddhist communities and the Royal Government of Thailand are
proud and privileged to have the honor of holding the 9th United Nations Day of Vesak
Celebrations 2012/2555. As already known to many, this great event is aimed at creating
understanding among the Buddhist communities worldwide which in the end would bring
peace and stability to the world at large in this time of severe global crises and numerous
challenges.

For the celebrations this years, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, of which
I have the honor of serving as its rector, is rending its effort, time and energy towards
successful Buddhajayanti: The Celebration of 2600 Years of the Buddha's Enlightenment and
the 80th Birthday of Her Majesty Queen Sirikit and the 60th Birtlhday of His Royal Highness
Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn and 9th Internationa Conference and Celebration of United
Nations Day of Vesak by the guidance of the Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand and the
support of the Royal Thai Government. Necessary
y preparations have been made to help
facilitate foreign guests from all over the world.

I would like to welcome you all to join us for this concurrence of these auspicious
celebrations in order to bring greater mutual understanding and peace to mankind.

May the blessing of the Triple Gems be upon you all.

(The Most Venerable Prof. Dr. Phra Dharmakosajarn)
Rector, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
President, International Association of Buddhist Universities
President, International Council for Day of Vesak
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BANGLADESH BOUDDHA KRISTI PRACHAR SANGHA
Estd. 1949
Dharmarajika Buddhist Temple, Atisa Dipankar
k Sarak, P.O: Basabo, P.S: Sabujbag
Dhaka-1214, Bangladesh.
Tel. +88-02-7271419, Tel. & Fax: +88-02-7275665, E-mail: drbb1214@ymail.com

Date: 08.05.2012.

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
Buddha Purnima (Vesak Day) is the thrice Sacred Day of the Buddhist Commemorating the Birth,
Enlightenment and Great Demise (Mahaparinibbana) of Buddha. The Buddhist world observe it as Vesak Day.
United Nation passed an unanimous resolution to observer the Day as United Nations Day of Vesak
throughout the world. Every yea this historic day is being observed with due solemnity in different countries
of the world. This year this is going to be observed in Ayudhya, Thailand under the auspicious of
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University and under the patronization of His Majesty the King of Thailand.
This year this festival is also significant because of the fact that it is going to be observed as Sambuddha
Jayanti along with 9th International Conference on Buddhism. It is also interesting to note that long 2600
years after the Enlightenment of Lord Buddha we are still observing the Buddhist teachings which is
indispensable for the benefit and happiness of Mankind and also for establishing World Peace.
At present the civilization is in front of danger, poverty, terrorism, inventive of new new deadly weapons,
greed of the people, intolerance, mistrust, hatred are the causes of these threats. In order to save humanity
and uphold civilization time has come to follow the path of Lord Buddha which he discovered in 2600 years
before. Buddha’s path is a path of Compassion, Amity, Loving kindness & Non-Violence. This path is a Middle
Path which is known as Noble Eight Fold Path.
I hope this International Conference will pave the way in establishing peace in the world.
In fine I would like to extend thank to the organizer off this Celebration and the Royal Thai Government for
organizing such an important & significant conference. Please accept my greetings and the good wishes from
the Buddhist of Bangladesh and also Vesak greetings from the members of the delegation of Bangladesh
Bouddha Kristi Prachar Sangha. I wish the Conference a grand success.
May all living beings be happy.

(Ven. Suddhananda Mahathero)
President
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International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU)
10 May 2012

ICUNDV: A Global Buddhist Forum no like others
Namo Buddhaya – Homage to the Fully Awakened One. And, Happy 2600th Vesak to all!
The International Conference on the United Nations Day of Vesak, originated from
the United Nations General Assembly’s recognition of Vesak in December 1999, is bringing
Buddhist leaders, scholars and practitioners from all schools of Buddhism for the ninth
successive year in the Kingdom of Thailand. As in the previous years, this is made possible by
the blessings of the Supreme Sangha Council off Thailand and the generosity of the Royal
Thai Government and the whole Thai nation.
I personally rejoice and have been very encouraged by facts that just over a decade
there have been a few international Buddhist forums such as the World Buddhist Forum, the
World Buddhist Summit and International Conference on the United Nations Day of Vesak
(ICUNDV). In the globalised world, those forums help bring us closer for understanding,
education, peace and awakening. I feel rather humbled for having had the opportunity to be
part of those movements in one way or another, more so with the ICUNDV than the others.
The ICUNDV, under the leadership of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
(MCU), has been able to bring among others, Buddhist colleges and universities together, and
create another forum, International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU).
This ninth celebration of the ICUNDV coincides with the second IABU conference
whose members meet under the theme of Buddhist Philosophy and Praxis. For the last five
years since its inauguration, the IABU has either given birth or strengthened regional
Buddhist academic groupings, from India and Sri Lanka to Europe, from Indonesia to Korea
and from Mongolia to Myanmar. IABU members often meet in member countries for
academic exchanges and developments.
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Besides, with the generous support of MCU, the IABU has also been implementing
ICUNDV’s visions as set out in the successive Bangkok Declarations. A project to create a
Common Buddhist Text (CBT) for hotels and the like to provide people with a rich and
authentic presentation of the 2600 years old Buddhism is also making much progress.
Another project, Union Catalog of Buddhist Texts (UCBT), which is creating an electronic
union catalog for more than thirty electronic versions of the Tripitaka, the Buddhist Canon, in
all Buddhist languages, is also reaching its crucial stage. These two projects are the flagship
of the ICUNDV projects and will have their own panel discussion at the IABU conference this time.
Looking at the membership of the IABU and the scholars from various schools of
Buddhism from different continents involved in the above two projects, one will see that the
ICUNDV is the international forum that has been serving the Buddhists and the world
through, among other things, the IABU and these two projects.
Indeed, beside the grand ceremonies at MCU, the UN Conference Centre and Buddha
Monthon, it is through the various good work of the IABU member-universities in different
nations and projects such as the CBT and UCBT that today the ICUNDV has chosen to honor
the Buddha Gotama who became fully awakened through his own efforts 2,600 years ago at
Buddhagaya, Bihar, India.

Venerable Prof. Khammai Dhammasami
DPhil (Oxford), Hon. PhD (MCU)
Executive Secretary, IABU
Chairman, CBT Compilation Committee &
Co-Convener, UCBT
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Buddhismo Theravada México A.R.
April 29, 2012

Message to the United Nations' Day of Vesak Celebrations and
Buddhist Conference 2012/B.E. 2555
Vesak is the most important date in the Buddhist calendar. In the Theravada countries this
date is used to mark a new Buddhist year. Therefore this year’s Vesak will mark the beginning
of the year 2555 since the Buddha's passing away.
This ninth international celebration represents a continuing effort to bring together Buddhist
leaders, academics, scholars and participants from many countries to commemorate the three
important events in the life of the Buddha, His Birth, Enlightenment and Passing Away, and
also to discuss our main subject: The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of
Humanity.
Since last year, when we celebrated the eight international celebration of Vesak, we, in
Mexico and other Spanish-speaking countries, have been working hard to bring the Buddha’s
Teachings to more people in our part of the world. Today I am happy to announce the
foundation of the Hispanic Institute of Buddhist Studies, or as we call it in Spanish “Instituto
de Estudios Buddhistas Hispano” (IEBH), which is an academic institution dedicated to
providing courses and programs of Buddhist Studies for the Spanish-speaking people.
On behalf of the Mexico Delegation I would like to take this opportunity to express our
gratitude to the organizers of this important event, the Royal Thai Government and the
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU), for making possible this congregation of
world Buddhists to discuss and exchange ideas on how the Buddha’s Enlightenment can be
used for the welfare and benefit of mankind.
May the Buddha's teachings illuminate the way of all of us for the peace and welfare of all
beings!

Venerable Bhikkhu Nandisena
Head of Mexico Delegation
Abbot Dhamma Vihara, Mexico
Spiritual Director and Religious Minister of
Buddhismo Theravada México AR
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VIETNAM BUDDHIST UNIVERSITY

750 Nguyʂn Kiʄm Str., Ward 04, Phú Nhuɪn Dist., Hochiminh City, Vietnam
Tel: (84.8)38478779 – Fax: (84.8)38443416
Website: www.vbu.edu.vn Email: dhpgvn@vbu.edu.vn
May 07, 2012

Greetings to the Vesak 2012 in Thailand

It gives me great pleasure to convey my greetings and warmest good wishes to the
Celebration of Vesak 2012 in Thailand with the theme “The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the
well-being of Humanity”.
In a nowadays rapidly changing social, economic, cultural and political environment humanity
confronts new challenges, attempts to find their solutions, and consequentlly to the
capabilities of craving, hatred, worry or stress!
Buddhism, especially the Buddha’s enlightenment realising the cause of suffering: papañca
a or
illusion, as an effective treatment has the potential to generate the momentum of a powerful
intellectual and social movement that can transform the humanity’s mind into a sense of wellbeing.

SŅdhu
u!

Yours in the Dhamma,

Ven. Dr. Thích Tâm Ĉͩc
ͩ
Vice Rector, Vietnam Buddhist University in Hochiminh City, Vietnam
Email: bodhgayavn@yahoo.com.vn
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Rev, llukpitiye Pannasekara Thero. M.A
The Chief Monk for the African Continent
THE BUDDHIST ASSOCIATION
( Established 1920 – Reg No - S.O. 537 )

WEST UPANGA, MINDU STREET , PLOT NO 606 ,
P.O. Box 6665, Dar es Salaam
Tanzania. East Africa
Tel: + 255 713 451745, + 255 22 2150422, +255 757 713137, Fax +2552150338
………………………………………………………………………………………………….

15.04.2012

“ Sukha Sanghassa Samaggi, Samagganam Tapo Sukho”
May The Buddha Bless you!
Respectable Friends in Dhamma,
I am very happy to give my felicitations for the occasion of the united day of Vesak Celebration which will be held
from May 31st to 02nd June, to celebrate the Birth, Enlightenment and Passed away of the Buddha in Bangkok in
Kingdom of Thailand. I would like to express my profound thanks to the organizing committee to make this event very
valuable for all in every year since 2004. This is the very wonderful occasion to keep our unity among different sectors
on Buddhism around the world.
I firmly hope that this UN day of Vesak celebrations will bring about resounding success in forging strong solidarity
and brotherhood of all Buddhists for the good, for benefits and for happiness of all beings.
At the end of my message, I wish all of you be endowed with four wishes of our Buddha, Longevity, Good
Complexion, Happiness and Strength.
May all beings be freed from suffering and in Peace!!!

Rev ILukpitiye Pannasekara Nayaka Thero
The Chief Monk for Africa Continent
PRESIDENT AND PATRON – KIND HEART AFRICA – (KHA) TANZANIA
COMMISSIONER
R – INTERFAITH ACTION FOR PEACE IN AFRICA (IFAPA)
TRUSTEE—INTER RELIGIOUS COUNCIL FOR PEACE, TANZANIA (IRCPT)
AMBASSADOR FOR PEACE – INTER RELIGIOUS & INTERFAITH FEDARATION FOR WORLD
PEACE (IIFWP)
PRESIDENT AND PATRON - INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST RELIEF ORGANISATION (IBRO) –TANZANIA
DHAMMA TEACHER
R - AFRICAN BUDDHIST SEMINARY (ABS) – SOUTH AFRICA
HONURARY MEMBER
R - DAR ES SALAAM ASSOCIATION OF SPAIN
SPRITUAL DIRECTOR
R – SERENITY BUDDHIST RELIEF ORGANIZATION (SBRO) – SOUTH AFRICA
www.pannasekara.com
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UNITED NATIONS

NATIONS UNIES

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
-MESSAGE TO MAHACHULALONGKORNRAJAVIDYALAYA UNIVERSITY
ON THE OCCASION OF VESAK DAY
30 April 2012
I am pleased to send warm greetings to your celebration of the United Nations
Day of Vesak. I thank the Government of Thailand and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University for hosting this important commemoration.
Your theme, “The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity”
carries on the millennia-long Buddhist tradition of compassion and concern for others.
The United Nations continues to draw inspiration from the profound teachings of
Buddhism. The Buddha’s assertion that, “The way to change the world is to change the
nature of man” offers a critical insight into how people around the world can and must
work together to improve conditions for our planet and its inhabitants.
All of the major global threats we face, from the proliferation of deadly weapons
to intolerance and inequality, challenge us to change many longstanding assumptions and
open our minds to new ways of thinking and acting. Even natural disasters are
exacerbated by human error and shortsightedness.
A new paradigm is especially necessary for our greatest imperative: sustainable
development. In less than two months, the international community will gather in Rio de
Janeiro for the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development – a once-in-ageneration opportunity to set the world on a more equitable and sustainable path of
development. Buddhism has much to offer that process, too, and I hope your voices will
be heard.
In that spirit, I offer you my best wishes for great success.
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On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak

Vesak Day is an important international day, commemorating the day on which the Lord Buddha
was born, enlightened and passed away. All mankind and Buddhists with peace in mind have been
grateful for the tremendous mercy of the Lord Buddha. This event has thus been organized to honour the
Buddha. His wisdom was remarkably applied as he overcame all defilements and pulled down a wall of
sin. By doing that, he entered the highest dharma, the Four Truths, which can bring the current world
crisis to an end. The Four Truths protect his purity from all kind of defilements. The Lord Buddha
disseminated his Dharma to all beings with utmost kindness and has been recognized as a primary
teacher. Vesak Day is highly respected by all.
The United Nations has recognized the importance of Vesak Day, an essential day among others
of Buddhism – one of the world’s longest religious traditions. In 1999 the UN passed a resolution at its
54th summit to establish Visak Day as an international day.
This year Thailand hosts the 9th International Buddhist Conference on the United Nations Day of
Vesak from 31 May to 2 June. The event is in line with the Queen Sirikit’s 80th anniversary and the
Crown Prince’s 60th anniversary. On this occasion, the Supreme Sangha, Buddhist leaders and Buddhist
academic professionals totaling 5,000 from 84 countries have been invited to the conference. On behalf of
the Thai government, it is my pleasure to take part and I would like to thank every person and institution
that contributed to the celebrations. It is my hope that this event will bring about improved understanding
among people, not only Buddhists but also non-Buddhists.

Yongyuth Vichaidit
Deputy Prime Minister
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2012

Marked on the Buddhist calendar are many important days when activities are organized
to pay respect to the Triple Gem. Among them is Vesak Day, which relates to the Buddha
himself, who is the light of this world. Three miracles coincidently happened on the same days:
the birth, enlightenment and passing away of the Buddha. On Vesak Day, Buddhists will show
respect to the Buddha because of his achievement in reaching enlightenment, which
encompasses the Four Noble Truths and a humble way of living. This way of life includes self
sufficiency, appropriate consumption, self dependency and individual action. In addition, the
Buddha’s precepts emphasize living together in peace, including the four sublime states of mind,
states of reconciliation, and avoidance of violence, etc. The Buddha’s Dharma is so beneficial to
such a large number of people worldwide that the United Nations in December 1999 (B.E. 2542)
proclaimed Vesak Day a day of international importance. The Ninth International Day of Vesak
2012 will be held on June 4, 2012 when we will wholeheartedly praise the Buddha’s mercy,
wisdom and purity. At the same time we will also celebrate "Buddhajayanti : 2600 Years of
Buddha's Enlightenment" with overwhelming happiness.
I would like to take this opportunity to declare my full support of the celebrations and
activities that extend the Buddha's Dhamma and honor to the World on the Day of Vesak 2012. I
also extend my thanks and deep appreciation to all the devoted organizers and the work they
have done. May all your efforts be crowned with success.

Kittiratt Na-Ranong
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance
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PRIME MINISTER
CANBERRA

MESSAGE FROM PRIME MINISTER JULIA GILLARD
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND CELEBRATIONS OF
THE UNITED NATIONS DAY OF VESAK

It is with great pleasure that I send my best wishes to you all in Bangkok,
Thailand for the 9th International Conference and Celebrations of the United
Nations Day of Vesak.
The United Nations Day of Vesak recognises the importance of Vesak to
Buddhist communities globally. It is significant that communities around the
world celebrate this day, demonstrating that we are all part of a global village.
Buddhism has a strong history in Australia and many of our cultural groups
commemorate Vesak and engage the broader non-Buddhist community in its
celebrations. This helps create a vibrant, understanding and multi-cultural
society in Australia.
Vesak is an opportunity to celebrate and reflect on the contribution of Buddhist
thought to culture and society. This year’s conference program provides a
wonderful opportunity for participants to learn more about Buddhism and its
potential to affect humanity positively.
I hope that all participating have an inspiring and uplifting time.

The Honourable Julia Gillard
Prime Minister off Australia
l
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GRUPO ZEN VIENTO DEL SUR
DIAMOND SANGHA LINEAGE
ARGENTINA

May 10, 2012
Congratulatory message
It is a great honor to participate in this celebration
commemorating the Buddha's Enlightenment.
We would like to express
x
our profound gratitude to the event's
organizers: The Supreme Sangha Council, the Royal Thai Government,
and the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.
It is a blessing to share the Dharma in these times when the
poisons of greed, hate, and ignorance seem to be so powerful and
pervasive.
May all the effort putt forth by the organization of this event
contribute to alleviate the suffering of all beings.
May the light of the Dharma emanating from this beacon in
Thaliand illuminate the three times and the ten directions.
May the true Dharma continue.

Palms together,
Ricardo Toledo
Presidente Fundación Maitreya
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ARMENIAN BUDDHIST CENTER
Date: 27 Apr, 2012

Congratulatory message on the occasion of celebrating the
thrice-sacred day of Vesak from the Buddhists of the
Republic of Armenia.
Your Holiness, all Venerable Sangha, Distinguished Delegates, and Dhamma Friends!
It is a great honour for me to convey best wishes and warmest greetings from all the
Buddhist people of the Republic of Armenia to the Supreme Sangha, to the people of
Thailand and to all Buddhists as well as to all the people of good will worldwide with the
thrice-sacred day of Vesak.
I would like to sincerely express deep gratitude to Thai Sangha and Mahachulalongkorn
University for the opportunity to present the Republic of Armenia in the conference and to
celebrate this grand festive occasion among so many Venerable Buddhist Monks and Nuns
and high scholars from all over the world.
The theme of this conference is the Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity.
This theme is very relevant today, because the concept of well-being is increasingly being
understood as distorted. The Great Teacher has very convincingly shown that well-being
cannot be achieved by money-grubbing, harming other living beings, an indifferent or a
merely consumer attitude towards our Earth as well as by anything that is so often and
persistently advocated by various forces, trying to direct the humanity towards its
transformation exclusively into consumer societies.
Therefore, all actions aimed at changing the mindset off those people who are capable to hear
and understand the doctrine of the Blessed One, is that it is able to put off the times of
decline and spiritual impoverishment, of which the Buddha said.
The Enlightened One has made an invaluable gift to humanity, revealing the true path to
prosperity and enduring happiness. Not less significant gift was the creation of the monastic
Sangha which has carefully preserved and brought His Doctrine to us.
As in ancient times, the Sangha is now doing veryy much that His ideas and His approach to
reality were distributed among intelligent people, and benefited by awakening kindness,
mercy and peace in their minds.
From this point of view, what is being done to achieve this goal during the conference with
the invaluable assistance of the Thai Sangha, the Thai people and His Majesty of the King, is
difficult to overestimate.
I wish this conference to proceed with the utmost success and fulfillment of all aims.
May all beings be well and Happy!

Armenian Buddhist Center

Dr. Artashes K. Ghazaryan
D
President
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Theravada Group in Minsk, Republic of Belarus
Date: 05. 05. 2012

Congratulatory message
Dear Venerable monks and Dhamma Friends
On the behalf of Theravada Buddhists in Belarus let me express my joy of being here with all
of you and extend congratulations on the thrice-sacred day of Vesak celebrating the Birth,
Enlightenment and Passing away of the Shakyamuni Buddha. As we know the theme of
the celebration this year is the Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity.
In my country there are a few unofficial Buddhist groups of different traditions like Tibetan
Vajrayana and Theravada. Still Buddha Dhamma is perceived as something exotic and
mysterious by most of people. Nevertheless, some people get in touch with Buddhism though
different channels like yoga, martial arts and travelling in Buddhist countries.
Well-being includes not only economic but psychological aspect as well. A person cannot be
happy with his or her mind full of fear, uncertainty, envy, anger, etc. even if the material life
is stable and promising. Buddhism deals with mind. Without happy, joyful and peaceful mind
happiness is not possible. Indeed, the essence of Buddha’s teaching is search for happiness
and well-being of those who practice Buddhists methods.
With time Buddhist nations added something their own to the external or ritualistic aspect of
Buddhism. However, the essence of the Dhamma is universal, it not limited to a particular
region, culture or time period and this makes Dhamma become popular in the world because
it touches upon suffering and happiness issue.
No wonder that today Buddha’s teaching reaches almost all corners of the world not
owing to aggressive missionary policy adopted by some monotheistic cults but because it
appeals to a human being’s search for the peace of mind and freedom from fear of the
death.
May all beings be happy and well and may Buddha Dhamma prevail in the world!
Andrei Dzmitryieu
Co-founder of Theravada Group in Minsk
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ASOCIACION DE BUDISMO TIBETANO SAKYA TASHI LING – BOLIVIA

Autoridad Espiritual: Su Santidad Sakya Trizin
Dirección Espiritual: Muy Ven. Lama Jamyang Tashi Dorje Rinpoché
Registro Nacional de Culto 364—Personería Jurídica 769

La Paz, 10th May, 2012

The Most Venerable Prof. Dr. Dharmakosajarn
President International Council of
United Nations Day of Vesak

Excellencies,

It is a great privilege for me to partipate in the celebration of the t 9th International Celebration on
the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak 2012/2555 in Thailandia organized by
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) , in Ocasion of a Special day where we will be
celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing away of the Sakyamuni Buddha, the thrice sacred
day, Vesak.
On behalf of our Master, Ven. Jamyang Tashi Dorje Rinpoche, we express our sincere thanks for
this invitation to us and we fill sincere hope that the precious happiness forever accompaign them
in all their actions.

Yours in Dharma.

Fernando Antuña
Delegate Bolivia
Budhist Monks Sakya Tashi Ling

Asociación de Budismo Tibetano Sakya Tashi Ling Bolivia
Calle Ascarrunz Nº 2626 – Sopocachi
Teléfono: (591)2-422241
(591)72060033 -70510931 – 70697857
E-mail: stlbolivia@hotmail.com
www.sakyapa.org/bolivia
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Nalanda Center for Buddhist Studies
http://nalanda.org.br
nalanda@nalanda.org.br
r. Albita 194/701 – Cruzeiro
30310-160 Belo Horizonte/MG
Brazil
May 10th, 2012
Congratulatory Message from Brazil
Distinguish participants of the 2012 United Nations Day of Vesak and Buddhist Conference.
Here we are meeting again in friendship under the auspices of Sangha Supreme Council of
Thailand, the Royal Thai Government, and the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University to
celebrate together the most important day for Buddhists all around the world. “The Buddha’s
Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity” is the theme for our celebrations this year.
And what a joy to see that the message of the Buddha is as worthy as ever to convey
happiness to the world!
Though we come from different traditions, countries and cultures, still the Four Noble Truths
that animate the Teachings can heal us all if we are wise and energetic in the application of
such holy medicine. Nalanda Center for Buddhist Studies was created exactly to spread this
medicine in the Portuguese language countries, providing a wealth of resources to help the
suffering beings to understand and come out of their miseries. It is our distinct pleasure and
honour to join the larger Sangha to celebrate the great legacy of our Teacher.
May all beings be happy and aim for liberation,

Dhammacariya Ricardo Sasaki
(mahasaddhammajotikadhaja)
Director of Nalanda Center for Buddhist Studies, Brazil
Rua Albita 194 / 701 – 30310-160
Belo Horizonte MG
http://nalanda.org.br
email: nalanda@nalanda.org.br
tel: +55.31.9651.6369
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INSTITUTO DE DIFUSION BUDISTA (CHILE)
La Concepcion 109 Santiago Chile
P.C. 7500010
institutobudista@gmail.com www.dharmachile.cl

Venerable Sangha,
From the Buddhist sangha in Chile we extend a sincere and warm
greetings to all members of the Lord Buddha’s Honorable Sangha which
meets again in Thailandia to celebrate a new year Anniversary of the
Birth, Enlightenment and Passing away of Lord Buddha, Vesak 2012.
We welcome especially all the sponsors and supporters of this great
celebration, especially Thailandia‘s Honorable Sangha,
the authorities of the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University,
The Royal Thai Government and
United Nations leaders involved in this universal celebration.
In Chile since the year 2009 we are organizing and celebrating the
Vesak Day, inspired by the universal celebration of United Nations and
with the valuable support of our spiritual guidance of Ven. Bhikkhu
Nandisena, who displays a remarkable service in propagation of
Buddha Dhamma in the Buddhist communities of Spanish-speaking
countries, especially in Central and South America.

Prof. Humberto Barahona
Director
Instituto de Difusion Budista (Chile)
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Dordiceva 23, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
May 10 2012

Congratulatory Message for the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations & Buddhist
Conference 2012/B.E. 2555
Venerable monks, venerable nuns,
Distinguished delegates and guests
Ladies and gentlemen
Friends in the Dharma
It gives me great honour and pleasure to extend to you all warm greetings and best wishes on behalf
of the Chan Buddhist Community Dharmaloka and Buddhist centre Zagreb, Croatia. I wish that our
dedicated hosts and organizers of this most important occasion in the Buddhist calendar have yet
another successful celebration of Vesakh which is to be held in the Kingdom of Thailand.
Also, I would like to express my deep gratitude for the invitation to attend this celebration.
Along with the importance of marking the historical event of Buddha’s enlightenment, the significance
of Vesakh is notably reflected in the meaning which that event has for us here and today.
Remembering the enlightenment of Buddha Shakyamuni is also remembering the potential which is
present in every each one of us and the possibility of its realization.
However, the subject of the conference “The Buddha’s enlightenment for the well-being of humanity”
reminds us that Buddhist enlightenment is not a solitary affair, achieved for one’s own benefit.
Buddha shared his deep insight and compassionately helped those around him to ease their struggles
and alleviate their sufferings.
The world today is still struggling and suffering. It is becoming a smaller place packed with sometimes
disturbing differences. It is not only struggling with the economic crisis, it is also confronted with a
moral, spiritual and ecological crisis. We need to think about ways in which Buddhist wisdom can offer
solutions for tackling problems in those areas.
Buddha Dharma is broad and deep, based on universal principles which can be applied both on an
individual level as well as on social and global levels. I am convinced that this celebration of Vesakh as
well as the Conference will make an important contribution for both establishing a deeper harmony
between Buddhist leaders from around the world and for finding effective application of Buddha’s
insight for problems of today’s world.
Yours in the Dharma,
Karmen Mihalinec
Director
Buddhist centre Zagreb, Croatia
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Jiri Hazlbauer
Vrazne may 8th 2012

Dear
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University

Listening to the birds on this sunny day, typing this letter in the courtyard of our Zen
Center, I feel grateful for the teachings of Buddha and for the generations of teachers
after him, which have changed my life. Here in the Czech Republic, Buddhism is a new
religion, but is very strong and influential in the spirituality of our nation. Here,
practice is done in rented apartments, houses in the countryside, and a few of our
groups are fortunate enough to have their own places. We are lucky that traditions
from many different Buddhist cultures have come to our country, so that even in such
a small place, we can share many forms of the Dharma and help each other grow and
walk the path of the Bodhisattva and become Buddha.
Such an event as the international day of Vesak is an amazing opportunity for all of
us to come from the corners of the world where the teaching of Buddha Shakyamuni
has reached, in order to share the Dharma and our experiences from different cultures.
This can show us how rich a tradition this old can be, and how the action of one man
driven by the simple question what am I can change the world and lives of millions!
I m truly honored to be part of this year s celebration of Vesak in Thailand and wish
you great success with the conference.
Yours in the Dharma,
Jiri Hazlbauer
Abbot
Vrazne Zen Center - Kwan Um School of Zen Czech Republic
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Jizô Zendo
Calle Bernardo de Legarda y Rafael Salas
Cuenca, May 2, 2012

Our most sincere congratulations to the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University and The Kingdom of Thailand for the 9th celebration of the United
Nations day of Vesak
k
It’s a pleasure for us to participate in such a wonderful event. It’s a great feeling, surpassing
space and time, to be together in the path of consciousness and understanding, and joining
Buddhists from around the World in this celebration of Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.
This year’s theme: “The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity”
undoubtedly gives us the feeling that we are part of one reality in the universe and the
kindness, the happiness and understanding we attain individually reflects in a cosmic scope.
Two thousand six hundred years after the Buddha’s awakening, we truly feel that His
teachings are indeed a unique and precious gift which will enrich our lives and will pave the
way for the awakening of all sentient beings. We at the Zendo are happy about doing our
part in sharing the Buddha dharma with the people in Ecuador.
We are very thankful with the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University and The Kingdom
of Thailand for inviting us to this celebration that will certainly enrich the attendants’ lives
with more energy as we continue walking in the path of the Buddha with a smile. Thanks!
From the Andes of Ecuador we salute all our friends Thai Buddhists and Buddhists from
around the World, and renew our commitment to sincerely practice the Buddha’s teachings so
we might do our part in the construction of a peaceful, colorful, wiser and happier world.
Together
g
in the Dharma,

Joaquín López Abad
Member of Jizô Zendo
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Comunidad Budista
PRACTICA ZEN
COMUNIDAD DE LA PLENA CONCIENCIA
EL SALVADOR
April , 2012

THE BUDDHA’S ENLIGHTMENT FOR THE WELL BEING OF HUMANITY

Most Venerable Prof. Dr.Phra Dharmakosajarn:

It is with much joy that we receive the news of the Vesak Celebration.
It is indeed a great blessing that this memorable day be held up to this day and has the support
of the Royal Thai Government and the MahachulalongkornrajavidyalayaUniversity.
Please receive from our hearts our deepest gratittude for sharing this moment with us.

May all beings have happiness and the cause of happiness.
May all beings be free from suffering and the causes of suffering.
May all beings have that happiness that is totally free from suffering.
May all beings rest in the great equanimity , free from detachment and aversion.

Yours in the Dharmma,

Director
Maria Elena Sol

73, Avenida Norte # 252, Colonia Escalón, San Salvador, El Salvador, C.A.
E- mail: maelsol@integra.com.sv, Telf. (503) 2223-67-67 y 22633798
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26.04.2012

Congratulatory message of the Triratna Buddhist Community in Estonia on the occasion
of the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration 2012

I am very honoured to be able to participate in the 2012 celebrations of the thrice holy day of Vesak,
bringing together Buddhists from all over the world and from different denominations.
The theme for 2012 celebrations, Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity
y, underlines
the very essence of Buddha’s teaching: its message of liberation and compassion was, and continues
to be, addressed to the whole humankind, extending the limitations of time, space, religious
traditions, nationality or gender. This invaluable teaching is getting more and more support in the
northern and eastern regions of Europe, the part of the world where I come from.
On behalf of the Triratna Buddhist Community in Tallinn, as well as of all Buddhists in Estonia, I
would like to express my gratitude and congratulations to the Royal Thai Government and to
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for all their efforts towards making this celebration a
success. I hope to be able to take the inspiration and knowledge gained during this event back to my
home country and share them for the benefit of furthering Buddhism and for the happiness of all.
I would like to give my special thanks to the organising committee and hosts for making the
realisation of such an important event possible.

With metta,
Yours in the Dharma,
Katrin Kivimaa
Trustee
Triratna Buddhist Community
Estonia
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Date May 9, 2012

Dear Most Venerable Professor Dharmakosajarn,

For many years the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya, under your able and
enlightened guidance, has been organizing the most sacred Vesak ceremony, which is
an excellent occasion for making known the Buddhist values to the world at large.
These values, which can be adopted by all irrespective of the traditions they belong to,
have a great role to play in the solution of the multifarious problems the world is
faced with today. I very heartily congratulate you for organizing once again Vesak,
despite difficulties, in the eminently Buddhist land that is Thailand.

Yours in the Dharma,
Kamaleswar Bhattacharya, Docteur ès Lettres
Retired Professor of Sanskrit
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Bhavana House
Dhamma Sanctuary and Meditation Centre
Regional Centre of the WFB
16 Miriyam Hahashmonait Tel-Aviv 62666, Israel

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE FROM ISRAEL FOR THE 9th UN DAY OF VESAK 2012
BUDDHAJAYANTI: CELEBRATION OF 2600 YEARS OF THE BUDDHA'S ENLIGHTENMENT

31 May 2012

Dear Friends in the Dhamma,
It is with great pleasure and honor that we extend our deepest and warmest greetings to the
delegations, the organizing committee and to the government of the Kingdom of Thailand on this
auspicious occasion of the UNDV 2555/2012 in Ayuthaya and Bangkok.
In the name of the Israeli Buddhist Sangha, we congratulate the MCU devoted staff and Ven. Prof.
Dharmakosajarn for the heartfelt invitation. We are full of admiration and appreciation for the
determination and the good will to host such a complex and significant event year after year.
The conference is a wonderful opportunity for us to meet personally and learn directly from
experienced monks and scholars that share their knowledge and practice. As citizens of threatened
and threatening country, full of stress and suffering and far from the Buddha's wisdom, the
conference is a source of encouragement and mental strength for us. Living in the Middle East, we
bless the good Kamma of meeting the Buddha-Dhamma that help us to establish a life of
awareness and compassion. We try to convey and share the miracle that happened to us by
teaching meditation and suttas, inviting monks and lay teachers to Bhavana House, writing articles
and translating Dhamma books to Hebrew. Like the bhikkhu Punna (MN 145) that went to dwell and
practice in the Sunaparanta country, we feel that we need a lot of self control and peacefulness to
propagate the Dhamma in Israel.
The Dhamma for us is like clear and pure water with which we try to irrigate the dry soil in this
boiling political and social climate, to enable what has always been there to bloom. May our good
intentions bare fruits.
May all beings be free from suffering and live in peace

Dr. Itamar Bashan,
Dr. Thor Gonen,
Founders of Bhavana House and Dhamma teachers
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UNIONE BUDDHISTA ITALIANA
Ente Religioso riconosciuto con D.P.R. 3.1.1991

UNITED NATION VESAK CELEBRATION 2555/2012
The Buddha’s Enlightement for the Well-Being of Humanity
Rome 9 th May 2012
On behalf of the Italian Buddhist Union I express to the Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand , to the King of
Thailand H.M. Bhumibol Adulyadej , to the Royal Thai Government , to the organizers, the
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University my deepest gratitude for their contribution to hosting the United
Nation Vesak Day 2012 in Bangkok.
Two and a half thousand years after his death, humanity is still drawing inspiration and hope from the
ancient teachings of the Blessed Sakyamuni Buddha.
In its essence the Buddhadharma has never been something to preserve as an untouchable relic, but live
teachings always open to the stimulus coming from different cultures of the countries where they are widely
spread. Suffering, the state of dissatisfaction tied to existence is common to all; it does not make a
difference and the teachings that are useful to overcome these are valid and applicable for all, Orientals and
Westerners.
During the time Dharma is spreading in different ways. On the whole, Italy and Europe do not have their
own Dharma tradition and are a very good laboratory
y for an “inter-Buddhist” encounter. There is no
background of disputes and diatribe among the various schools and so we can propose the Buddhadharma
connected to tradition but free from traditionalisms. Perhaps this is the taskk Europe has. It is young from the
Buddhist point of view but an “old” culture. It can create a new environment where the universal message of
the Buddha can find unity and fullness in diversity and richness in its manifold traditions.
The Dharma is a very tall mountain, and we are mountain climbers still in the foothills with a long way
to go to reach the top. What we need is the faith that the Dharma path will lead us to the top of the
mountain, the patience to persist day after day in climbing that path, and the diligence not to give up until
we reach the peak.
Work on one’s own mind, that is, changing attitude toward that which happens inside or outside of us, an
effort common to those who approach the teachings off the Buddha, is one of the aspects that denotes the
implanting of the Dharma in a new country. Spiritual work as the work of a good artisan requires attention,
perseverance, love and care for whatever one does. It has nothing to do with superficial external changes,
for it is an internal change. Openness and willingness take the place of old habits of attachment and
possessiveness to overcome mental unrest and egoistic isolation and to confront oneself with daily life in a
serene way. This confrontation shows us clearly the real level of our work with the mind and on its thought
process.May all our prayers and action spread the teachings of Sakyamuni Buddha and may they result in a
blossoming of compassion and loving kindness which alone will bring peace, love and happiness all over our
troubled world.
Prof. dr. Maria Angela Falà
Vice President
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This year is memorial year with the celebration of 2,600 years of the
Buddha’s enlightenment. We should regard this extremely big disaster as
a hardship given to Buddhists and should respect the spirit of Buddha.
The precepts of Buddhist laws showing the spirit of Buddha is “neutral way”,
in another words, “The law of nature and the value of life.”
Thank you very much.

Rev. Noriaki Kunitomo
President
World Zen Buddhist Association
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⇇ᢎᓤㅪ⋖㧔WZBA㧕
World Zen Buddhist Association
Wo
60 Susukinobabacho,SagaTenryu-ji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto 616-8035 Japan
(075) 861-3249 FAX(075)861-3249
youmeiin@kyoto.zaq.jp
May 31, 2555(CE 2012)
Congratulatory Message : 2,600 years of the Buddha’s Enlightenment and
The United Nations Day of V
Veesak Celebrations
Dear all of Buddhist people in the world
First of all, I would like offer His Majesty
a
the King of Thailand, The Royal
Thai Government, The people work United Nations and
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University of Thailand my
congratulations on 2,600 years of the Buddha’s Enlightenment and the
United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations. It is a great honor to be here
and make a speech at this auspicious occasion.
I would like to express my deepest gratitude towards the royal Thai
government of Thailand, all parties and organizations, and all the people
of Thailand and other country in the world for kindly helping us during the
difficulties we experienced when the massive earthquake and tsunami hit
East Japan last year on March 11th.
We are very sorry about the serious damage caused by the flood in Thailand
and other country last fall. We, Japanese people would like express our
sincere sympathy to you.
In old Japanese proverb say “Turn a misfortune into a blessing.”
This meaning is that if we face a misfortune,
f
it means we are given a chance
to overcome that misfortune and make a recover and a chance to make
a better; therefore it is a blessing situation.
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Date: 1st May 2012

Congratulatory Message
I am deeply honoured to extend my congratulatory message on this auspicious occasion of 9th United
Nations Day of Vesak. I would like to convey my best wishes and warmest greetings to The Royal Thai
Government and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU), the host and the principal organizer of
this conference respectively.
I would also like to sincerely express my deepest gratitude for the opportunity to participate and to
celebrate this grand occasion with so many Buddhist monks, nuns and high scholars from all over the
world.
2600 years ago, a man overcame his demons to attain ultimate liberation. It was compassion that led him
to renounce his worldly comforts, and his compassion that led him to push on in the path to enlightenment.
He is our highly revered Buddha Shakyamuni. If not for him, we would never have heard the word
‘Dharma’. The veil of darkness in our minds would not have been lifted and in fact, this celebration would
not have taken place at all!
To me, Vesak Day is the celebration of Buddha’s perseverance and compassion. His perseverance in a time
when Dharma was absent set into motion a chain of events that would bring similar happiness to countless
others. Now, nearly three millennia later, in a world where conflict prevails,Buddha’s message would be lost
if not for monasteries that uphold Shakyamuni’s tradition, and events like this that educate the world on
the meaning of peace and right living.
The universality of Buddha Shakyamuni, and the impact his journey has had on billions of people all over
the world truly was for the well-being of humanity, and his image has become synonymous with peace and
compassion, transcending backgrounds and cultures.
So I congratulate the UNDV Committee on their successful peace directive, and their commitment to
upholding Buddha’s traditions. They are a beacon of harmony and understanding, just as Buddha
Shakyamuni was in his own time 2600 years ago. It is my fondest wish that this conference grows, to bring
Dharma where it has been lost, and to strengthen the Dharma where it has taken root.
An event of such magnitude would not have been possible without the commitment and dedication of many
volunteers who played an instrumental role in overseeing this entire event with great care, devotion,
dedication, and perseverance. Thank you all.
We are all here together to celebrate the 9th International Celebration on the Occasion of United Nations
Day of Vesak 2012/2555, and to join in the noble motive of spreading Lord Buddha's teaching to all the ten
directions. May the Buddha Dharma flourish and benefit all who hear it.
I extend my respectful greetings and best wishes to Her Majesty The Queen in conjunction of Her Majesty’s
80th birthday anniversary and to His Royal Highness The Crown Prince on the occasion of HRH 60th
birthday.
The next few days of this conference marks another great milestone and stands testimony to supreme
achievements and I hope we will experience many more moments of celebration such as this.
With blessings of the Buddha Dharma, I wish this conference utmost success.

Dato’ Ruby Khong
President
Kechara Soup Kitchen
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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF MONGOLIA
16 April, 2012
CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE TO THE VESAK CELEBRATION 2012
We - Buddhist scholars, teachers, researchers and students of the National University
of Mongolia gratitude and congratulate all organizations and participants of the International
Conference and Celebration of the United Nations Day of Vesak – the thrice-sacred day,
celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing away of Buddha Gautama. The delegates
from our organization is participating the Vesak celebration since 2007 and all participations
are very helpful to the Buddhist Studies at the National University of Mongolia, especially to
educate Mongolian future generations being friendly, humble, diligent, meritorious and
compassionate one.
We are very pleased and happy to participate this 2012 Year Celebration - a special
occasion celebrating 2600 Sambuddha Jayanti, the 80th Birthday Anniversary of Her majesty
the Queen and the 60th Birthday of His Royal Highness the Crown Prince and the 9th
International Conference of United Nations Day of Vesak and the 2nd International Association
of Buddhist Universities Academic Conference.
The main theme of this year conference - “Buddha’s Enlightenment for the WellBeing of Humanity” touch almost all the domains of Buddhist Studies covering religion,
philosophy, literature, history and different schools of thoughts, etc. those are inseparable
part of the spiritual life of contemporary Mongolian Buddhists. Buddhist Culture has left its
footprint not only for Mongolian culture but also for Eastern and Western cultural history,
inherited historical valuable memorials and cultural heritage to the spiritual life of World
People: In many countries it became the national religion; in others it produced great
intellectual stimulation, and eventually, rejuvenation. It brought the uniquely rich and creative
cultures of most Asian countries, including Mongolia, into contact with each other and over a
period of more than a thousand years, gave rise to a great spiritual and cultural community
throughout the World.
We believe the papers of this year conference will play very important role for
inheriting beneficial things to the next generations continuously, enrich the previous Buddhist
Studies in Mongolia by new facts, records or views and reminds. Teachers, scholars,
researchers and students of the National University of Mongolia will collaborate accurately in
further, for making certain contribution to the Buddhist Studies.
We wish every success to all organizations and participants of 2012 Vesak
Celebration in their efforts and creative energies for Buddhist Studies and their distribution.
Let Lord Buddha teachings be well known and generally used all over the World
forever.
Professor ………………. Dr. M.Gantuya
National University of Mongolia,
Chair of Buddhist and Sanskrit Studies and
Head of the Department of Religion Studies
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The 9th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations CE 2012/BE 2555
Congratulatory message from Buddhist Federation of Norway
Egil Lothe
Oslo 10.05.2012
Norway is a country at the northern edge of Europe with a small population of five million. It is a country
where Buddhism is a new religion with a history of less than four decades. Of its inhabitants less than
30.000 can be counted as Buddhists. This minority of less than one percentage of the total population
has nevertheless made considerable progress during the last few decades. New temples are coming up
in many parts of the country and a sense of unity is growing between Buddhist communities with roots
in many parts of the world.
The Buddhist Federation of Norway has since its inception in 1979 worked hard to develop the Buddhist
presence in our country and to advance understanding and acceptance of the Teachings of Lord
Buddha. Making a religion put down roots in new soil is demanding work requiring dedication, patience
and skilfulness.
Being encouraged by our elder brothers and sisters in the Dharma in the lands where Buddhism has
been established for a long time is therefore invaluable. In this connection the annual United Nations
Day of Vesak Celebrations stand out as particularly important. Supported by the generosity of successive
Thai governments the organisers have invited Buddhists from all parts of the globe graciously covering
their costs of travelling to Thailand. This generous gift repeated year after year is indeed an outstanding
example of Buddhist generosity.
Coming together as we do here in Thailand we are encouraged and inspired by the warmth and
hospitality of our Thai hosts. According to the Buddhist era the conference this year also mark that 26
centuries have passed since the Enlightenment of our Lord Buddha. The great efforts of the conveners
of this conference as well as the contributions of the distinguished Buddhist scholars who have
assembled here make this celebration the greatestt international Buddhist gathering of this year.
Including Buddhist representatives from all over the world in this event is surely a contribution to the
growth of Buddhism worldwide.
The Teachings of the Buddha offer a most profound understanding of fundamental truth. Making the
words of the Buddha more easily available through a Common Buddhist Text as done by the organisers
is therefore also a very significant contribution by the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University in
disseminating the Teachings of the Buddha worldwide.
The organisers and supporters of the 9th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations therefore deserve our
most sincere gratitude.
Yours in the Dharma
(sign.)
Egil Lothe
President Buddhist Federation of Norway
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Congratulatory Message- United Nations Day of Vesak- 2012, Bangkok

The presence of Buddha is bliss for us. The prevailing of His Dhamma, the teachings is
supreme bliss for all mankind. The realization of His teachings is salvation for all kinds
of sufferings.
Today we're here for the Buddha and his teaching. Thus the celebration and conference
should be salvation from all kinds of sufferings making the gateway for all human being
based on peace, harmony, loving kindness, and unity for well being of Humanity.
Getting together and sharing loving kindness and merits to each other is highly
appreciated. It's high time to utilize Buddha's enlightenment for the well being of
humanity all over the world. We wish this very celebration and conference may be able
to empower us extending our energy to eliminate defilements of all and enlighten all
delivering the dhamma, Buddha's enlightenment.
We must be grateful to you for giving us the platform for getting together and sharing
each others' wisdom for well being of human kind.
We wish your entire effort for well being of humankind may be fulfilled and this very
celebration and conference may successfully performed bringing peace harmony and
unity among us and all over the world.
We think it's our duty to express our sincere thanks to most ven'ble Dr.
Prof.Dhammakosajarn, Mahachulalongkon University and Royal Thai Government as
they have been organizing such a fruitful event and giving a chance to take a part in it.
Be happy and let others happy. Be blessed by Triple Gem and let others be blessed by
Triple Gem.
Your's in Dhamma.

Ven'ble Dharmamurti Maha Thero, Acting abbot- Ananda Kuti Vihar,
Secretary : Ananda Kuti Vihar , All Nepal Bhikkhus Association.
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Congratulatory Message
9th united Nations Day of Vesak Celebration 2012
Theme: “ The Buddha’s Enlightenment For The Well Being of Humanity”
Organised by Thai Government and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University

On this day, should we rejoice because a Great Being was born and had successfully gained
Enlightenment for the happiness of all beings or should we feel sad because the Buddha had
attained Parinibbana. We love the Buddha and miss Him too, but, in this respect, we choose
to walk the middle path to congratulate the organizers for putting together this event. Great
amount of effort, energy, time and money are spent in doing this. As such, on this day, we
wish that there will be a wider and effective dissemination of the Dhamma to every corner
of the world with effective utilization of technologies and updated human software.

To all
A HAPPY VESAK!

(Ven) Seck Kwang Phing
Secretary-General
Singapore Buddhist Federation
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Diamond Way Buddhism Association - Karma Kagyu, Slovakia
17/04/2012
Buddhism for modern people in everyday life,
Diamond Way Buddhism entered Slovakia
20 years ago, there was not much possibility to meet with Buddha’s teaching in
Slovakia. There were just few small Zen Buddhist groups, being among the first ones. In
1996, we were young idealistic friends from Karate club, who had close bonds and shared the
similar view, and who have discovered the teachings of Diamond Way Buddhism, which
perfectly fitted to what they wished for their development. Teachers like Lama Ole Nydahl,
17th Gjalwa Karmapa, Lopon Tsechu Rinpoche and others showed us perfect and unshakable
example of recognized mind, which powerfully manifests spontaneous joy, fearlessness,
wisdom and compassion to all beings and in every situation. We have obtained practical
means, powerful methods of Guruyoga meditation, together with the Foundational “Ngöndro”
Practices, which gave us tools for discovering timeless values and unlimited qualities of the
mind. The way how it happens here, is by integrating the practice into everyday life. We are
lay practitioners, who stay in the middle of the society with the families, partners and jobs.
Meditation practice used in our centers leads to the view of seeing everything on the highest
possible level, which brings continuously more and more meaning, joy and freedom into
everyday life situations. Nowadays, our highly developed humanistic culture in the West, is an
excellent frame for Buddha’s teachings, which allows us to discover unconditioned timeless
happiness beyond the experiences of old age, sickness, loss and death.
In order to make it possible, that those who have the potential to work with Buddha’s
highest teachings could meet with these methods, first Diamond Way meditation centers and
groups in Slovakia were founded in 1998 as part of international network of centers founded
by Lama Ole Nydahl and guided by H.H. 17th Karmapa Trinlay Thaye Dorje. These centers
are based on friendship; they don’t have any hierarchy or any organizational structure. Their
members also take part in voluntary work in the running and building of the centers, projects
and activities. Our centers are not influenced by culture and politics, and are focused on
using Buddha’s teachings in everyday life. Nowadays we have centers and groups in 13 cities
in Slovakia, which are the part of more than 600 centers worldwide. It is the result of the
activity of H.H. the 16. Gyalwa Karmapa Rangjung Rigpe Dorje, great Tibetan meditation
master of Karma Kagyu lineage, who saved the teachings from destruction in Tibet and in
1972 asked Lama Ole Nydahl and Hannah to bring the richness of these methods to the
West. 40 years of this activity turned into a great success and brought Buddhism to
thousands of fresh idealistic minds.
In Slovakia, where majority of inhabitants are Christians, we don’t expect great
masses of people becoming Buddhists in the future. We go rather for the quality in our
centers, where the friends can really open up, inspire each other and develop all the human
qualities for benefiting others. We are very proud that we can take part in this historical
process of transforming the teachings about the nature of mind into our culture and country
and we enjoy this development. 2600 years after Buddha’s enlightenment, thanks to the
unbroken linage of transmission, our great teachers bring this example as something fresh
and living, which inspire us to do our best to become the same.

Ján Kysucký, vice-president of the Association
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Dharmagiri
DPO Box 270 Underberg 3257 KZN South Africa
www.dharmagiri.org / www.khuphuka.org +27 (0) 33 7011138 office@dharmagiri.org
May 31st - June 2nd 2012
Congratulatory Message on the Occasion of the 9th United Nations Day of Wesak Celebrations
(2012/ B.E 2555) On behalf of Dharmagiri and the Buddhist Community of South Africa, we most sincerely
congratulate the Supreme Sangha Council and The Royal Thai Government for hosting the International Council
of United Nations Day of Vesak.
Message

The Buddha's Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity
The Buddha Sakyamuni realised enlightenment more than two and a half thousand years ago. That we are
here today celebrating the thrice sacred occasion of his birth, enlightenment and death is testimony to the
preciousness of the realisation he made and the teaching he gave humanity. To settle and still the heart in
meditation, with all the many tools the Lord Buddha has given us, is a doorway to opening the heart and mind
beyond our human conditioning and beyond our delusions. Practicing this, we can invite wisdom into our
hearts and compassion into our actions, and a ground of true ethics into our lives. This is, indeed, for the well
being of all humanity. When just one human being begins to see more clearly through the inner practice of
meditation, the effects they can bring around them in their lives can be tremendous - learning to live more
skilfully with themselves, with others and with our environment. This is very much needed in current times.
At Dharmagiri we sincerely value the link between inner meditation, a practice of silence and contemplation,
and the effects that can bring to those around. Indeed this link is crucial. The Buddha taught us about
interdependence. Through working with others we can continually expand the heart beyond known boundaries,
seeing through the delusion of separate self, and seeing through this delusion we naturally act more ethically.
This brings blessings into the world. So at Dharmagiri we hold silent retreats, the effects of which people take
back and practice with in their daily lives. Our Outreach projects also consciously strive to help others in our
local area - working to break down barriers between human beings including those of race, poverty, gender,
education - and resultant difficulties, especially AIDS. All this has come from a heart of recognising
interconnection - a realisation thatt comes through meditation and carries its effects into the world.
Ajahn Chah said 'Buddhism is a religion of the Heart, only this. One who practices to develop the Heart is one

who practices Buddhism'

May each of us strive to bring to its full fruition the beautiful opportunity the Lord Buddha realised and shared
with the world - that of awakening the heart and bringing the wisdom and compassion thus realised into how
we live our lives, each moment, in the world.
With deep appreciation for this opportunity to honour the Buddhas teaching, and to represent my community
Marlene Matheson - Director of Dharmagiri

Dharmagiri & Dharmagiri Outreach
Non Profit Organisation 028 378 ~ Public Benefit Organisation 18/11/13/1926
Association Incorporated Under Section 21 Non Profit Organisation & Public Benefit Organisation within South Africa.
Promoting Buddhist Teaching & Practice & Rural Outreach
Directors: H.R Weinberg - Marlene Matheson - L.M. Weinberg - JP Meyer
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The Swaziland Vipassana Association
Southern Africa

To the Compassionate Master
The Supreme Sangha Council
The Royal Thai Government
The Venerable Organizers and Dignitaries.
We wish to heartily congratulate you on being awarded the hosting of this 9th United Nations
Day of Vesak conference.
This 9th occasion coincides with the auspicious date of Vesak 2555 .
The Swaziland Vippassana association is greatly honored by your generous invitation to attend
this conference. Now delegates from all over the world can come together to meet and share
ideas.
We are sincerely grateful that our organization is represented.
We wish you all the success in the smooth running of the event .
May all of Humanity be happy and well.
Yours in the Dhamma
Swaziland Vipassana Association
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Dongguk University, Gyeongju
707 Seokjang-dong, Gyeongju 780-714 Korea (S)

http://web.dongguk.ac.kr
8 May 2012

Dear Venerable Rector Dhammakosajarn,
Greetings of peace and compassion from Gyeongju, Korea. I believe this finds you well.
It is my great pleasure to write a congratulatory message regarding United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration &
Buddhist Conference 2012/B.E 2555, which has been organized by your university.
It is remarkable that the thrice-sacred day of Vesak, celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing away of
the Sakyamuni Buddha, was recognized by the United Nations in its General Assembly resolution of 1999. It is
noticeable that the first event was celebrated at the United Nations Headquarters in New York, 2001. However,
since 2004, the main celebrations were held in Bangkok, Thailand, with an exception of the 2008 event in Hanoi,
Vietnam. I appreciate that the Royal Thai Government has been the host and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University (MCU) the principal organizer with the blessings of the Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand. This
year, the celebration of the 9th United Nations Day of Vesak will be held in Ayutthaya and Bangkok, Thailand,
from 31 May - 2 June 2012. As in previous years, MCU will be the main organizer of the various events with
the theme “The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity.” I think it is a timely subject for all
people around world.
On behalf of Buddhists in Korea, as well as my university community, I would like to extend heartfelt
congratulation for your eminent leadership and achievement to plan and manage the remarkable events.
Moreover, I also like to convey the expression of congratulations from the United Religions Initiative, which
has tried to be a religious UN, as a global interfaith organization since 2000. Commemorating and honoring the
auspicious occasions of Sambuddha-jayanti (2600 years anniversary of Buddha’s Enlightenment), I believe that
this year celebration with academic conference and other events would be more meaningful and successful than
the previous ones.
In addition, I would like to invite you and other friends to the General Conference of World Fellowship of
Buddhists and World Buddhist University in Yeosu, Korea, 11-16 June 2012, in conjunction with the World
Expo 12 May – 12 August 2012. I feel that we should get together for sharing Buddhist wisdom and experiences
with other members of the global community for world peace and prosperity.
May the Wheel of Buddha-Dharma turn around the world forever! May peace prevail on Earth!

Jinwol Y. H. Lee
Ven. Jinwol (Young Ho Lee, Ph. D.)
Chair Professor of Department of Seon Studies and Director of Institute of Seon
Presidential Advisor for International Affairs of Jogye Order of Korean Buddhism
EXCO Member of World Fellowship of Buddhists
Global Council Trustee of United Religions Initiative and Secretary General of URI Asia
Tel: +82-10-2642-8260

Fax: +82-54-770-2396

E-mail: jinwol@dongguk.edu
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Sri Lanka International Buddhist Academy (SIBA)
Pallekele, Kundasale 20168, Sri Lanka
Message from Rector - SIBA
It is with great pleasure that I write this message on the occasion of the 9th International
Celebration and Conference of United Nations Day of Vesak and the 2nd Academic
Conference of the International Association of Buddhist Universities, organized and
sponsored by the Mahachulalongkornrajavidayalaya University (MCU), Thailand. I am
extremely happy to learn the three days of great assembly of international scholars, leaders,
and practitioners of our generation, who have been rendering tremendous services for the
enhancement and enrichment of both Buddhism and Buddhist Studies in their localities
throughout the world. As this year’s celebration coincides the commemoration of 2600 years
of Buddha’s enlightenment, the planned international symposium on The Buddha’s
Enlightenment for the Well-being of Humanity becomes timely, and it goes hand in hand with
the conference theme of IABU, Buddhist philosophy and praxis. It is, therefore, the duty of
our generation of scholars, researchers, and Buddhist leaders who meet at this celebration to
endeavour in helping the world fully grasped the enlightened message of the compassionate
Buddha, enabling them practice that message to experience peace and happiness within and
without while also ensuring the wellbeing of all.
On behalf of the Sri Lanka International Buddhist Academy, an affiliated institute of MCU, I
take this opportunity to extend my warm wishes to the Most Venerable Prof. Dr. Phra
Dharmakosajarn and his active and committed staff, and also the delegates who come to
Thailand for presenting their research findings, sharing their views and experiences,
exchanging holy blessings, and also developing friendship and mutual cooperation, for a
fruitful and wonderful religious celebration and academic exercise.

Prof. G.A. Somaratne
Rector - SIBA
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DHAMMA SOCIETY SWEDEN
Riddargatan 72
SE - 114 57 Stockholm
dhammasociety.sweden@telia.com

4 May 2012

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
on the occasion of
THE 9th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND CELEBRATIONS
of the
UNITED NATIONS DAY OF VESAK
2012 / B.E. 2555

Venerable Sangha Leaders
Dear Friends in the Dhamma
We, the undersigned representatives of the Dhamma Society Sweden, are very honored and
much obliged for having been invited to this important and most significant gathering on
occasion of year 2012 Vesak Day. The theme for the 2012 celebrations – Buddha's
Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity – is indeed very appropriate more than
ever now in this time of stress and tension in many parts of this our world.
The main task of the Dhamma Society Sweden is to propagate the word of Buddha through
the introduction of the First World Pali Tipitaka in Roman Script to the Swedish society. We
feel it is very important that the wisdom off Buddha be known in Sweden by more and more
people to help and support our society to strive for a better world.
We are very pleased and proud that we have been given the opportunity of participating in
the Celebrations and Conference. By means of the seminars and dialogues with other
participants we hope that we may learn and bring back to our country some of the wisdom
we will witness.
We wish also to take the opportunity of sending our deepest felt congratulations to Her
Majesty the Queen and to His Royal Highness the Crown Prince in regard of their respective
Birthday Anniversaries. May the Triple Gem bless Their Majesties.
Sincerely yours, in the Dhamma
DHAMMA SOCIETY SWEDEN
Johan af Klint

Jan Wihlborg

Chairman

Chancellor
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Winchesterr Centre of Religions for Reconciliation
R
n and Peace
University of Wincchester
S
Sparkford
Roa
ad
SO22 4NR
U.K.
09/05/2012
The 9th
9 United Nations
N
Day
y of Vesak Celebration
C
ns2012/B.E
E 2555
Congratulatory me
essage from
m the Winchester Centtre of Relig
gions for
Reconc
ciliation and
d Peace
The thrice sacred
d day of Vessakcelebrating the birth, enlightenme
e
nt and passing away of the
t
Budd
dha is a speccial time for Buddhists all over the wo
orld, and an opportunity to remembe
er
and reflect on th
he wisdom an
nd teachingss of the Budd
dha.
Give
en the turbulent events which
w
have occurred throughout the world
w
over th
he last year
agaiin great cred
dit must go to
o the organissers for ensu
uring that the
e theme for tthe 2012
celebrations, ‘Th
he Buddha’s
’ Enlightenme
E
nt for the Well-Being of Humanity’,
H
isshighly releva
ant
and thought pro
ovoking. Even
n a cursory glance
g
at ourr daily newsp
papers and te
elevision brin
ngs
me to us the horrific
h
violen
nce, oppresssion, injustice
e and povertty that many human bein
ngs
hom
expe
erience on a daily basis. Whilst
W
most religions posssess rich ressources for e
enhancing the
well-being of humanity, the wisdom
w
and knowledge required
r
for this
t
kind of d
difficult and vital
v
workk is very clearly
a exempliffied in the Bu
uddha’s life and
a teachingss. On a perso
onal level
cultiivating the positive qualitties espoused
d by the Bud
ddha such ass kindness, co
ompassion, love
and selflessness can bring ab
bout a profou
und change in the way we
w see and trreat our fello
ow
hum
man beings. On
O a politicall level decisio
ons and policcies founded on a more ccompassionate,
emp
pathetic philo
osophy can ultimately
u
lea
ad to a more caring and peaceful
p
worrld. The life,
achievements an
nd teachings of the Budd
dha should be
e seen as a great
g
inspirattion to us all,
and the Buddha as an embod
diment of the virtues req
quired for alle
eviating viole
ence and
injusstice and buiilding peace and security
ty throughout the world.
On this
t
the 9th International
I
l Celebration on the Occa
asion of Unite
ed Nations D
Day of Vesak
2012
2/2555 I wou
uld like to exxtend my sincere thanks and warm co
ongratulation
ns to the
Inte
ernational Councilfor Day of Vesak (IC
CDV), the Ro
oyal Thai Govvernment, an
nd particularlyto
everryone at Mah
hachulalongkkornrajavidya
alaya Universsity (MCU) ffo
or their hard work in mak
king
this such an excellent occasion, and for their
t
great kiindness and hospitality.
On this
t
day let Buddhists
B
thrroughout the
e world pledg
ge to work tirrelessly to ovvercome
suffe
fering and vio
olence where
ever it exists in the world
d today.
In lo
oving kindnesss,

Dr Mark
M
Owen
Dire
ector – Winch
hester Centre
e of Religionss for Reconciliation and Peace
P
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Wolfson College, Linton Road Oxford OX2 6UD
01865 274 098
www.ocbs.org

20/14/2012
Message from
Geoffrey Bamford
of Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies (OCBS)
on the occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2012
Among the world’s great traditional systems of thought and ways of life, the pan-Asian
Buddhist tradition is arguably the most important. It is central to any understanding of
human culture, social history and contemporary reality. Across the world, people are
taking a fresh look at it and are stimulated to confront today’s challenges and to seize
tomorrow’s opportunities. So, any initiative is good that helps people to appreciate:
i the Buddha’s teachings, e.g. that:
Ø
people are responsible for their destinies: we can all take charge of our
own lives;
Ø
we can adopt moral and psychological disciplines which, if we are sincere,
will in time come naturally to us and will certainly improve the quality of
experience for ourselves and those around us;
Ø
confrontation and conflict lead neither to progress nor to happiness, and
we can train ourselves to minimise them in all our interactions;
Ø
every person, having the same moral and spiritual potential, is worthy of
equal respect, and by training ourselves
l
to live in that truth we shall
improve our and others’ lives; and
Ø
we normally fool ourselves that reality corresponds to the neat categories of
language, but we can train ourselves to see what seemed to be fixed entities
as ever-changing processes, and this will help us live better; and
i the thinking, habits and institutions associated with the Buddhist tradition, e.g.:
Ø
the Buddhist ethic that evaluates action by the quality of experience
associated with it;
Ø
the many illustrations, starting with Asoka, of how skilful means can turn
compassion into a basis for successful policy;
Ø
the various ways in which the Buddhistt impulse has historically reflected
and reinforced tendencies towards social mobility and a social justice; and
Ø
Buddhist practices to enhance well-being: mindfulness is today a focus of
growing interest and activity.
An important initiative of this sort has been the institution of annual conferences
to celebrate the United Nations Day of Vesak (UNDV). The conferences,
generously supported by the Royal Government of Thailand and in particular by
Mahachula University, have served to bring together different strands of the
tradition, from all across Asia and also from countries where Buddhism is a
relatively recent implant. East has met West, North has met South, and valuable
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new networks have been forged. The UNDV leadership and secretariat are
wholeheartedly to be commended for their successful efforts. All of us involved in
Buddhist Studies here in Oxford endorse the message of this year’s conference, that
the Buddha’s Enlightenment is for the Well-Being of Humanity, and wish the
conference well. May the UNDV conferences continue to provide critical support
as human culture adapts to the crises of the 21st century!
SIGNATURE

NAME AND POSITION
Geoffrey Bamford: Co-Founder and Trustee of the OCBS
Founder of the Oxford Mindfulness Centre (OMC)
Founder and Trustee of the Society for the Wider Understanding of the Buddhist Tradition (So-Wide)
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Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies
Wolfson College
Linton Road
Oxford
OX2 6UD
May 3rd 2012

With warmest wishes for the success of the conference and the happiness of
all the participants. On behalf of all participants I would like to thank all the
organizers and the hard-working volunteers who help to make this event run
smoothly and so create this auspicious opportunity for us. Sometimes the
effects of the conference are felt long afterwards, when you think about
people you have met, the atmosphere of friendliness and the new insights
and knowledge gained by the talks. This is all dependent upon many things:
the work of volunteers, of organizers who prepare in advance, of the
participants, who work to present talks, and those who are willing simply to
listen with friendly and alert critical attention. I hope the conference brings a
space for all of these, with happiness and new understanding for all those
involved, and others with whom they have contact, too.

Sarah Shaw
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Buddhist Educational Fellowship
PO Box 298, Kyiv 01034 Ukraine
May 7th 2012
Congratulatory Massage
from
Litoshyn Igor, leader of the Poltava group
I would like to congratulate on the occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak
Celebrations 2012 the representatives of The Royal Thai Government, Supreme Sangha
Council, International Council for the Day of Vesak (ICDV), International Association of
Buddhist Universities(IABU), Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University as well as all
participants of the Buddhist Conference 2012.
I am glad that the 9th International Conference and Celebrations of the United
Nations Day of Vesak will be held in Thailand under the theme of “Buddha`s Enlightenment
for the Well-Being of Humanity".
After the Enlightenment until the Final Passing Away at the age of eighty, Buddha put
all his time to enlighten others. Over forty-five years he has been teaching reality of
existence, the nature of human suffering and the way of ceasing it in a state of utmost bliss
and happiness, peace and tranquility, which he termed NibbŅna - a state of deathlessness.
What the Buddha gave humanity as his primary
r and most important gift in this Path
of Spiritual Perfection. It was not a message he brought from a divine origin or a supernatural
power. He did not present himself as a saviour whose grace was needed for humans to attain
eternal happiness. As a human, himself, he placed before his fellow humans what each man
or woman could achieve by dint of individual effort in self-cultivation.
His Teaching illuminates the Way for mankind to cross from a world of darkness,
hatred and suffering, to a new world off light, love, happiness and security.

May all beings be happy and well!
Your sincerely in the Dhamma,

Litoshyn Igor,
leader of the Poltava group
Buddhist Educational Fellowship
Ukraine
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208 Hovland Hall • Corvallis, OR 97331-3902
Telephone 541-737-2955 • Fax 541-737-2571

14/3/2012

It brings me great happiness to congratulate the organizers (MCU), sponsors (The
Royal Thai Government), and the Supreme Sangha Council for their blessing of the

9th International Celebration on the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak
2012/2555. I am sure it will be yet another excellent celebration and conference,
whose theme, "The Buddha's Enlightenment for the Well-Being of Humanity"
embodies the very heart of the Buddha's teachings. As a faculty member at both
Maitripa College in Portland, OR USA and Oregon State University, USA, I am
most happy to support and participate in this wonderful event.

James Blumenthal, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Buddhist Philosophy
Maitripa College and Oregon State University
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Part III
Program
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Buddhajayanti: The Celebration of 2600 Years of
the Buddha’s Enlightenment
9th International Conference and Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak
Theme: The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-being of Humanity
Venue: MCU Campus Wang Noi, UN Convention Center Bangkok and Buddhamonthon

Program: 31 May – 2 June 2012
Wednesday, 30 May 2012
All Day

Arrival of participants at Airport Reception, Registration at
the Hotel Lobby

19:00 hours

Dinner at the Hotel

Thursday, 31 May 2012 - MCU Conference Hall, Ayutthaya
08:00 hours

Arrival of participants at MCU Conference Hall

08:30 hours

Buddhist leaders enter the Conference Hall

09:00 – 09:30 hours

x
x
x
x
x

Arrival of His Holiness Somdet Phra
Maharatchamangalacharn
His Holiness is attended and escorted by the Organizing
Committee
His Holiness leads the congregation in Paying Homage to
the Triple Gem
Report by Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Dharmakosajarn, the
Most Ven. Prof. Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University and Member of the Supreme Sangha Council
Speech by His Holiness

09:30 – 10:00 hours

Welcome Address by Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Dharmakosajarn,
Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University and
President of the International Council for Day of Vesak (ICDV)

11:00 hours

Arrival of HRH Princess Chulabhorn Walailak Akra Rajakumari
x HRH Princess Chulabhorn is attended and escorted by Deputy
Prime Minister Yongyut Wichaidit and organizing Committee
x HRH Princess Chulabhorn pays Homage to the Triple Gem
x Report by Deputy Prime Minister Yongyut Wichaidit
x Inauguration speech by HRH Princess Chulabhorn
x HRH Princess Chulabhorn departs

11:30 hours

Luncheon

13:00 hours

Speech by Deputy Prime Minister Yongyut Wichaidit

14.00-14.45 hours

Messages from Supreme Patriarch and Buddhist Leaders from different
traditions
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14:45 – 15:30 hours

Keynote Speech on The Buddha’s Enlightenment for the Well-being
of Humanity: Ven. Phra Bhavanaviteht, UK

15:30 – 17:00 hours

Symposium Session 1: Buddhist Wisdom and Reconciliation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rev. Noriaki Kunitomo, Japan
Prof. Vanchai Vatanasapt, Thailand
Prof. Kamaleswar Bhattacharya, France
Dr. Phil Tan, USA

17:00 – 17:30 hours

Group Photograph

18:00 hours

Dinner at MCU

19:00 – 21:00 hours

Cultural Performance

Friday, 1 June 2012 - MCU Main Campus, Ayutthaya
08:00 hours

Arrival of participants at MCU Conference Hall

08:30 – 09:10 hours

Speeches / Messages from Buddhist Leaders

09:10 – 09:30 hours

Guest Speaker on Buddhist Wisdom and Human Transformation:
Venerable Dr. Sheng Kai, China

09:30 – 11:30 hours

Symposium Session 2: Buddhist Wisdom and Environment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prof. Dr. Donald K Swearer, USA
Prof.Dr. Damien Keown, UK
Ven. Dr. Thich Tam Duc, Vietnam
Prof. Dr. Chamnong Adivadhanasit, Thailand

11:30 hours

Luncheon

13:00 – 13:30 hours

Speeches / Messages from Buddhist Leaders

13:30 – 13:50 hours

Guest Speaker on Buddhist Wisdom and Human Transformation:
Dr.Art-ong Jumsai Na Ayudhaya, Thailand

13:50 – 15:00 hours

Speeches / Messages from Buddhist Leaders

15:00 – 17:00 hours

Symposium Session 3: Buddhist Wisdom and Human Transformation
1.
2.
3.
4.

18:00 hours

Ven. Prof. Dr. Yuan Ci, China
Senior Prof. Sumanapala Galmangoda, Sri Lanka
Ven. Dr. Khammai, UK
Dr. Sarah Shaw, UK

Dinner at Hotel
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Saturday, 2 June 2012 - UNCC / Buddhamonthon
08:00 hours

All

08:30 hours

Arrival of Participants at UNCC, Bangkok
Arrival of Her Excellency Prime Minister of Thailand and
H.E. The President of Sri Lanka
x

09:00 hours

Welcome Speech by Ms Noeleen Heyzer, the Executive
Secretary of the UN ESCAP

x
x

10:00 hours

Message from H.E. Ban Ki-Moon, UN Secretary-General
Message from H.E. Irina Bokova, Director-General,
UNESCO
x Address from H.E. Prime Minister of Thailand
x Address from H.E. The President of Sri Lanka
Congratulatory Messages from Buddhist and Political Leaders

11:30 hours

Luncheon

12:30 hours

Group Photo

13:30 – 14:00 hours

Congratulatory Messages from Buddhist and Political Leaders

14:00 – 15:00 hours

Final Plenary Session – Recommendations from the Symposiums
and Workshop

15:00 hours

x

Announcing of the 2012 Bangkok Declaration

x

Closing ceremony presided over by His Holiness Somdet
Phra Buddhachaya

16:00 hours

17:00- hours

Proceed to Buddhamonthon for Candle-lit Procession in
Srisakyadasapalanyana Buddha Statute’s compound,
Buddhamonthon, Nakhornpathom
x

Chanting in honor of HMQ and HRH The Crown Prince

x

Candle-lit procession

x

Foundation Laying Stone

x

Cultural Performance

x

Dinner at Hotel

Sunday, 3 June 2012
13:00-15:00 hours

Joint EXCO Meeting of ICDV/IABU EXCO at
Wat Prayunrawongsawas, Bangkok

All Day

All participants check-out from hotel and depart
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®¨´¤¦¦¤¸°r Ù Á¦·É¤µ¤¸ªµ¤Á®È ªµ¤¦¼o ªµ¤Á oµÄ¸É¼o° º° ¤¸´¤¤µ·· Â¨³ ´¤¤µ´´³
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´¤¤µ· Â¨³´¤¤µ¤µ· ÁºÊ°o¸Ê Á}nª °{µ Â¨³¤µ· o°¨¼ { ´É¤ °¦¤ÅªoÄ
°¥¼n Á ¤° o µ ¼o Ä ¤¸ {  µÂ¨³¤µ· ¤ µ µ¦Â°°µµ¥ ªµµÂ¨³µ¦¦³Î µ ´Ê  ª ¦ª¤´Ê 
µ¦¦³°°µ¸¡nµ Ç È³ÎµÁ·Å°¥nµ¼o° ¸µ¤ Á}»¦³Ã¥rÂnÁ° ´¤Â¨³Á¡ºÉ°
¤»¬¥r°¥nµ¤µ Á¡¦µ³ ¤¸´¤¤µªµµ ´¤¤µ´¤¤´³ Â¨³´¤¤µ°µ¸ª³ °´Á}nª °«¸¨ µ¦¡´µÂ
µµ¥¨µ¸Ê Á ¦¸ ¥ Åo ªn µ Á}  µ¦¡´  µÂ°r ¦ ª¤ Á¡¦µ³¦³µ¤· · ¸ ª·  »  o µ Á o µ o ª ¥´ 
Å¤nÂ¥nª®¦º°»ÃnÅoµÄoµ®¹É ´ªnµÁ®¤µ³¤°¥nµ¥·ÉÄµ¦Îµ¤µ¦´ÄoÂo{®µª·§·
µ´¤Â¨³·ÉÂª¨o°¤ ¸ÉÎµ¨´Á·°¥¼nÄ{»´
· ´  Äµ³µ¥¦´  ¤¦¸ °¦³Á«Å¥ Â¨³¡¸É o ° ¡»  «µ·  µªÅ¥´Ê  ¤ª¨
¥·  ¸ o °¦´ ¦³¤» r Â ¨³¼o Î µ µª¡»  ¡¦³Á¦µ» Á¦³ ´  ª· µµ¦µ¡¦³¡» «µµ»  n µ 
¸ÉÅoÁ·µ¤µ¦nª¤¦³»¤Ä¦´Ê¸Ê °»³¦¦¤µ¦´µ» iµ¥ Ã¥Á¡µ³³r ÎµÃ¥
¤®µÁ¦¤µ¤ ¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥ Â¨³®nª¥µ¸ÉÁ¸É¥ª o°´Ê®nª¥µ£µ¦´
Â¨³Á° ¸ÉÅo»n¤Á´ÊÂ¦µ¥Â¦ÄÄµ¦¦³Á¦¸¥¤µÄ®oÁ}Åoª¥ªµ¤Á¦¸¥¦o°¥ °°ª¥¡¦
Ä®o  µ¦Á¨· ¤ ¨°ª´  ª·  µ ¼  µ ª´  Î µ ´  µ¨ °Ã¨ ¦³Î µ e ÓÖÖÖ ¦³ªµ¤Î µ Á¦È 
µ¤ª´»¦³r¸ÉªµÅªo »¦³µ¦
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สวนที่ ๒
สาสน

1

2

3

4

5

สาสน

วันวิสาขบูชา มหาพุทธชยันตี ๒๖๐๐ ป แหงการตรัสรู
วันเพ็ญ เดือนวิสาขะ เปนวันกําหนดหมายของพุทธศาสนิกชนทั่วโลก เพื่อการนอมรําลึกถึง
การเสด็จอุบัติแหงรูปกายของสมเด็จพระสัมมาสัมพุทธเจา การบังเกิดขึ้นแหงพระปญญาตรัสรู และ
การเสด็จดับขันธปรินิพพานของพระพุทธองค พุทธศาสนิกชนจึงไดพากันบูชาพระพุทธองคดวยการ
ใหทาน รักษาศีล เจริญภาวนา และเครื่องสักการะตาง ๆ มีดอกไมธูปเทียนเปนตน เปนการพิเศษ
อันเปนเหตุใหเรียกวา วันวิสาขบูชา วันสําคัญสากลของโลก
วันวิสาขบูชาที่เวียนมาบรรจบในแตละป เปนเครื่องเตีอนสติเราทานทั้งหลาย ใหเรง
ขวนขวายพัฒนากายวาจาใจของตนใหสูงยิ่งๆ ขึ้นไป และมุงมั่นเผยแผความสุข ความสงบและความ
รมเย็นแกมวลมนุษยชาติ ดวยพุทธธรรมที่พระบรมศาสดาทรงประทานไว
วันเวลาที่ผานพน ไดนําวันวิสาขบูชามาครบ ๒๖๐๐ ป ในปนี้ ไดเปนเครื่องพิสูจน และเปน
ประจักษพยานแหงพระปญญาคุณ พระบริสุทธิคุณ และมหากรุณาธิคุณของพระบรมศาสดา ที่ทรง
ประทานสัจจธรรมอันเปนอมตะใหแกสรรพสัตว ใหสามารถวายขามหวงมหรรณพแหงวิกฤตการณ
ครั้งแลวครั้งเลา จากภัยธรรมชาติ ภัยสงคราม และความขัดแยงในสังคม ที่มีอวิชชาเปนตัวชักใย
ความไมประมาท และการมีสติอยูเสมอ เปนพระโอวาทสําคัญที่สมเด็จพระสัมมาสัมพุทธเจา
ทรงเนนย้ําและโปรดประทานไวแกพุทธบริษัท ที่เราทานทั้งหลายสมควรตระหนักและปฏิบัติใหเปน
ตนแบบแกชาวโลก นําพาพุทธธรรมเขาไปสูจิตวิญญาณของมวลมนุษย ใหไดพบแสงสวางแหงชีวิต
นอมถวายเปนกตัญูกตเวทีบูชา พุทธมหาชยันตี ๒๖๐๐ ป แหงการตรัสรู ในโอกาสนีเ้ ถิด
ขออนุโมทนาตอผูนําทางศาสนาและผูนําทางวิชาการ จากนานาประเทศทั่วโลก ที่ใหเกียรติ
มารวมกันทํางานเพื่อความรมเย็นเปนสุขของชาวโลก ณ ประเทศไทย เนื่องในวโรกาสเฉลิมพระ
ชนมพรรษา ๘๐ พรรษา ของสมเด็จพระนางเจาฯ พระบรมราชินีนาถ และในวโรกาสเฉลิมพระ
ชนมพรรษา ๖๐ พรรษา ของสมเด็จพระบรมโอรสาธิราชฯ สยามมกุฎราชกุมาร ในปนี้ และขอชื่น
ชมยินดีตอสมาคมมหาวิทยาลัยพระพุทธศาสนานานาชาติ (IABU) และสมาคมสภาสากลวันวิสาขบู
ชาโลก (ICUNDV) ที่ไดจัดงานวันวิสาขบูชาโลก ประจําป ๒๕๕๕ ณ มหาวิทยาลัยมหาจุฬาลงกรณ
ราชวิทยาลัย จังหวัดพระนครศรีอยุธยา และศูนยประชุมสหประชาชาติ กรุงเทพมหานคร
สพฺเพ สตฺตา สทา โหนฺติ อเวรา สุขชีวิโน
ขอสรรพสัตวจงเปนผูไมมีเวร อยูเปนสุขทุกเมื่อเถิด

(สมเด็จพระมหารัชมังคลาจารย)
เจาอาวาสวัดปากน้ํา
เจาคณะใหญหนเหนือ
แมกองบาลีสนามหลวง
คณะผูปฏิบัติหนาที่สมเด็จพระสังฆราช
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

µrµ °·µ¦¸¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥
¦³µ¤µ¤¤®µª¥µ¨´¥¡¦³¡»«µµµµµ·
¦³µ¤µ¤£µµ¨ª´ª·µ ³¼µÃ¨

¦³µµªÅ¥ ¡»«µ· Â¨³¦´´µ¨Å¥ ¤¸ªµ¤£¼¤·Ä¸ÅÉ o¦´ Á¸¥¦·Äµ¦Á}Áoµ£µ¡
´µª´ª·µ ¼µª´Îµ´µ¨ °Ã¨ Äe ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ ´¸É ¦µ´Ã¥´ÉªÅªnµµ¦Á¨·¤¨°¸É
¥·ÉÄ®n¦´Ê¸Ê ¤¸»¤»n®¤µ¥Á¡ºÉ°¦oµªµ¤Á oµÄ ¦³®ªnµ¦³µ¤´ÉªÃ¨ Ä ³Á¸¥ª´ÈÁ}·ÉÎµ
ªµ¤»  Â¨³ªµ¤¤¸Á¸¥¦£µ¡ ´·£µ¡¼nµªÃ¨°¥µ¤µ¤µ¥ Ä ³¸ÉÃ¨µ¨´Á·´
ª·§·µ¦r¦¸É »Â¦ Â¨³ªµ¤oµµ¥nµÇ
Îµ®¦´µ¦´µÄe¸Ê oµ¡ÁoµÄµ¤ °°·µ¦¸ ¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥
¦³µ¤µ¤ª·µ ¼µÃ¨ ¦¦¤µ¦¤®µÁ¦¤µ¤ ´ªnµÁ}Á¸¥¦·°¥nµ¼¸ÉÅo¦´Ã°µµ°r¦
µª¡»´ÉªÃ¨ ³¤»n¤´ÉÂ¨³»n¤Áµ¦´µ°¥nµ»ªµ¤µ¤µ¦ Á¡ºÉ°Ä®oµ¦´µª´ª·µ ¼µ ª´
Îµ´µ¨ °Ã¨ ¦´Ê¸É Ú ÁºÉ°ÄeÁ¨·¤¨° "¡»¥´¸ Ó×ÑÑ e Â®nµ¦¦´¦¼o °¡¦³¡»Áoµ"
¦³¨µÁ¦È Â¨³Ä ³Á¸¥ª´Á}µ¦Á¨·¤¡¦³Á¸¥¦· ÙÑ ¡¦¦¬µ °¤ÁÈ¡¦³µÁoµ²
¡¦³¦¤¦µ·¸µ Â¨³ ×Ñ ¡¦¦¬µ °¤ÁÈ¡¦³¦¤Ã°¦µ·¦µ² ¥µ¤¤»¦µ¤µ¦ Ã¥ªµ¤
Á®È° °¤®µÁ¦¤µ¤Â®n¦³Á«Å¥Â¨³µ¦´» °¦´´µ¨Å¥ ¸ÉÅoÄ®oªµ¤Îµ´
nª¥Á®¨º° Â¨³°Îµª¥ªµ¤³ªoµnµÇ Äµ¦ÁÂ nµ¦³Á«Á oµ¦nª¤µµ´ª´É Ã¨
µo ¡Áoµ¥·¸°o ¦´»nµÁ oµ¦nª¤Äµ¦´µ¡·¸¤®µ¤¨´Ê°¸Ê Á¡ºÉ°¸É³ÎµÅ¼Ájµ®¤µ¥
°´Îµ´°¥nµ¥·É º°ªµ¤Á µo Ä¹É´Â¨³´ Â¨³ªµ¤» n°¤ª¨¤»¬¥rµ· °°Îµµ»¡¦³«¦¸
¦´¦´¥ °Îµª¥¡¦Ânnµ´Ê®¨µ¥

¡¦³¦¦¤Ã«µµ¦¥r, «.¦. °·µ¦¸
°·µ¦¸¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥
¦³µ¤µ¤¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¡¦³¡»«µµµµµ·
¦³µ¤µ¤£µµ¨ª´ª·µ ¼µÃ¨
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Îµ®µ¦´· ¦¦¤ª· µ ¼µµµµ· ¦´Ê ¸É Ú
ÁºÉ °ÄÃ°µÁ¨· ¤¨° “¡»¥´¸ : Ó×ÑÑ ¸ Â®nµ¦¦´¦¼o °¡¦³¡»Áoµ”
Á¦ºÉ°“¡¦³´µ¦´¦¼o °¡¦³¡»ÁoµÁ¡ºÉ°¦³Ã¥r » °¤ª¨¤»¬¥µ· ”
 ¤®µª· ¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª· ¥µ¨´¥ .¨ÎµÅ¦ °.ª´o °¥ .¡¦³¦«¦¸°¥»¥µ
«¼¥rµ¦¦³»¤®¦³µµ· ¦µÎµÁ· ° ¦»Á¡¤®µ¦
¡»¤¨ °.¡»¤¨ .¦¤
ª´¸É ÔÒ ¡§¬£µ¤ - Ó ¤· » µ¥ ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ
ª´¡» ¸É ÔÑ ¡§¬£µ¤ ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ
´Êª´
¼oÁ oµ¦nª¤¦³»¤µnµ¦³Á«Á·µ¹¦³Á«Å¥ Â¨³¨³Á¸¥
ÒÚ.ÑÑ .
¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦¸ÉÃ¦Â¦¤
ª´¡§®´¸ ¸É ÔÒ ¡§¬£µ¤ ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ
®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ ¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥ ´®ª´¡¦³¦«¦¸°¥»¥µ
¼oÁ oµ¦nª¤¦³»¤Á·µ¹®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ ¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µ
ÑÙ.ÑÑ .
ª·¥µ¨´¥ ´®ª´¡¦³¦«¦¸°¥»¥µ
ÑÙ.ÔÑ .
¼oÎµµª¡»Á oµ¼n®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ
¤ÁÈ¡¦³¤®µ¦´¤´¨µµ¦¥rÁ·µ¹®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ
- ³¦¦¤µ¦´µªµ¥µ¦o°¦´ Â¨³ÎµÁ oµ¼n®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ
- »¼Á¸¥¼µ¡¦³¦´¦´¥
ÑÚ.ÑÑ-ÑÚ.ÔÑ . - ¡¦³¦¦¤Ã«µµ¦¥r,«.¦. °·µ¦¸¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥
°·µ¦¸¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥ Â¨³¦¦¤µ¦¤®µÁ¦¤µ¤
¨nµªªµ¥¦µ¥µ
- ¤ÁÈ¡¦³¤®µ¦´¤´¨µµ¦¥r¨nµª´¤Ã¤¸¥µ
¡¦³¦¦¤Ã«µµ¦¥r,«.¦. °·µ¦¸¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥
ÑÚ.ÔÑ-ÒÑ.ÑÑ .
¦³µ¦¦¤µ¦ÎµÁ·µ¦´µ¦¦³»¤µª¡»µµµ·¨nµªo°¦´
¤ÁÈ¡¦³Áoµ¨¼Á° Áoµ¢jµ»¯µ£¦ª¨´¥¨´¬r °´¦¦µ»¤µ¦¸ ÁÈ¡¦³ÎµÁ·¹
®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ
- ¦°µ¥¦´¤¦¸ Â¨³³¦¦¤µ¦´µÁ jµ¦´ÁÈ²
- ¦»¼Á¸¥¼µ¡¦³¦´¦´¥
ÒÒ.ÑÑ .
- ¦°µ¥¦´¤¦¸¦µ¼¨ªµ¥¦µ¥µ
- ¦¤¸¡¦³Îµ¦´Ádµ¦¦³»¤
- ªµ¥Á¦ºÉ°Å¥¦¦¤Ân¡¦³´¦µÂ¨³¦³¤» r
- ÁÈ¡¦³ÎµÁ·¨´
ÒÒ.ÔÑ .
´£´µ®µ¦Á¡¨ Â¨³¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦¨µª´
ÒÔ.ÑÑ .
²¡² ¥¥» ª·´¥·¬ ¦°µ¥¦´¤¦¸ ¨nµª»¦¡r
ÒÕ.ÑÑ-ÒÕ.ÕÖ . »¦¡rÂ¨³µrµ¼oÎµµª¡»
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µµ¡·Á«¬Ã¥ ¡¦³£µªµª·Á« (®¨ª¡n°Á ¤´¤Ã¤) ¦³Á«°´§¬
Á¦ºÉ° ¡¦³{µ¦´¦¼o °¡¦³¡»ÁoµÁ¡ºÉ°¦³Ã¥r» °¤ª¨¤»¬¥µ·
µ¦Áªµµª·µµ¦
Á¦ºÉ° ¡»·{µÂ¨³µ¦¦°° (Buddhist Wisdom and Reconciliation)
Ã¥ Ò. ¡¦³Ã¦·°µ· ¼·ÃÃ¤ ¦³Á«¸É»i
ÒÖ.ÔÑ-ÒØ.ÑÑ .
Ó. «µ¦µµ¦¥r ¡. ª´´¥ ª´«´¡r ¦³Á«Å¥
Ô. «µ¦µµ¦¥r£´µµ¦¥³ ¦³Á« ¦´ÉÁ«
Õ. ¦. ¢d¨ Â ¦³Á«®¦´°Á¤¦·µ
ÒØ.ÑÑ-ÒØ.ÔÑ . nµ¥£µ¡®¤¼n
ÒÙ.ÑÑ .
¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦Á¥È ¸É¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥
ÒÚ.ÑÑ-ÓÒ.ÑÑ . ¤µ¦Âµª´¦¦¤µµµ·

ÒÕ.ÕÖ-ÒÖ.ÔÑ .

ª´«»¦r ¸É Ò ¤·»µ¥ ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ
®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ ¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦¦µª·¥µ¨´¥ ´®ª´¡¦³¦«¦¸°¥»¥µ
¼oÁ oµ¦nª¤Á oµ¦³»¤Á·µ¹®°¦³»¤ ¤ª. ÕÙ ¡¦¦¬µ ¤®µª·¥µ¨´¥¤®µ»¯µ¨¦
ÑÙ.ÑÑ .
¦µª·¥µ¨´¥ ´®ª´¡¦³¦«¦¸°¥»¥µ
ÑÙ.ÔÑ-ÑÚ-ÒÑ . »¦¡rÂ¨³µrµ¼oÎµµª¡»
»¦¡rµ ¡¦³¦¦¤µµ¦¥rÁ Å (Sheng Kai) ¦³Á«µµ¦¦´¦³µ¸
ÑÚ.ÒÑ-ÑÚ.ÔÑ .
Á¦ºÉ° ¡»·{µÂ¨³µ¦¦´Á¨¸É¥¸ª·¤»¬¥r
µ¦Áªµµª·µµ¦
Á¦ºÉ° ¡»·{µÂ¨³·ÉÂª¨o°¤ (Buddhist Wisdom and Environment )
Ã¥ Ò. «µ¦µµ¦¥r ¦. Ã´¨r Á. ÂªÁ¦°¦r ¦³Á«®¦´°Á¤¦·µ
ÑÚ.ÔÑ-ÒÒ.ÔÑ .
Ó. «µ¦µµ¦¥r ¦. ÁÁ¤¸¥ ¸Ã° ¦³Á«°´§¬
Ô. ¦. · ´¤ ¹Ë ¦³Á«Áª¸¥µ¤
Õ. «µ¦µµ¦¥r ¦. Îµr °·ª´··Í ¦³Á«Å¥
ÒÒ.ÔÑ .
´£´µ®µ¦Á¡¨ Â¨³¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦¨µª´
ÒÔ.ÑÑ-ÒÔ.ÔÑ . »¦¡rÂ¨³µrµ¼oÎµµª¡»
»¦¡rµ ¦. °µ° »¤µ¥  °¥»¥µ ¦³Á«Å¥
ÒÔ.ÔÑ-ÒÔ.ÖÑ .
Á¦ºÉ° ¡»·{µÂ¨³µ¦¦´Á¨¸É¥¸ª·¤»¬¥r
ÒÔ.ÖÑ-ÒÖ.ÑÑ . »¦¡rÂ¨³µrµ¼oÎµµª¡»
µ¦Áªµµª·µµ¦ Á¦ºÉ° ¡»·{µÂ¨³µ¦¦´Á¨¸É¥¸ª·¤»¬¥r
(Buddhist Wisdom and Human Transformation )
Ã¥ Ò. ¡¦³®¥ª ¸ ¦³Á«µµ¦¦´¦³µ¸
ÒÖ.ÖÑ-ÒØ.ÑÑ .
Ó. «. »¤µ¨³ ´¨¤´Ã³ ¦³Á««¦¸¨´µ
Ô. ¦. ¡¦³Îµ®¤µ¥ ¦¦¤µ¤· ¦³Á«°´§¬
Õ. ¦. µ¦nµ °ªr ¦³Á«°´§¬
ÒÙ.ÑÑ .
¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦Á¥È¸ÉÃ¦Â¦¤
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ª´Áµ¦r ¸É Ó ¤·»µ¥ ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ
«¼¥rµ¦¦³»¤®¦³µµ· / ¡»¤¨
ÑÙ.ÑÑ .
¼oÁ oµ¦nª¤¦³»¤Á·µ¹«¼¥rµ¦¦³»¤®¦³µµ· ¦»Á¡¤®µ¦
ÑÙ.ÔÑ .
µ¥¦´¤¦¸ Â¨³¦³µµ·¸«¦¸¨´µ Á·µ¹ UNCC ¦µÎµÁ· ¦»Á¡¤®µ¦
»¦¡rÂ¨³µrµ»¨Îµ´
- Á¨ µ·µ¦°rµ¦®¦³µµ·
ÑÚ.ÑÑ .
- ¼o°Îµª¥µ¦°rµ¦¥¼ÁÃ
- µ¥¦´¤¦¸ µµª¥·É¨´¬r ·ª´¦
- ¦³µµ·¸«¦¸¨´µ ¤®·µ ¦µ{¬µ
ÒÑ.ÑÑ .
µrÂªµ¤¥·¸µ¼oÎµµª¡»Â¨³¼oÎµµµ¦Á¤º°
ÒÒ.ÔÑ .
´£´µ®µ¦Á¡¨ Â¨³¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦¨µª´
ÒÓ.ÔÑ .
nµ¥£µ¡®¤¼n
ÒÔ.ÔÑ-ÒÕ.ÑÑ . µrÂªµ¤¥·¸µ¼oÎµµª¡»Â¨³¼oÎµµµ¦Á¤º°
- ÎµÁ°¨¦»µ¦Áªµµª·µµ¦
ÒÕ.ÑÑ-ÒÖ.ÑÑ .
- ÎµÁ°¨¦»µ¦´¤¤µÁ··´·µ¦
- ¦³µ«·µ¦»Á¡¤®µ¦ ÓÑÒÓ/ÓÖÖÖ
ÒÖ.ÑÑ .
- ¤ÁÈ¡¦³¡»µµ¦¥r ¦³µ³¼o·´·®oµ¸É¤ÁÈ¡¦³´¦µ¨nµª
°»Ã¤µµ Â¨³¨nµªdµ¦¦³»¤
Á·µÅ¦nª¤¦³°¡·¸¦¦¤¥µ¦µ Â¨³Áª¸¥Á¸¥  ¨µ®oµ°r¡¦³«¦¸«µ¥³«¡¨
Ò×.ÑÑ .
µ ¦³µ¡»¤¨»¦¦«r ¡»¤¨ ´®ª´¦¤
-¦nª¤Á¦·¡¦³¡»¤rÂ¨³Á¦··£µªµªµ¥¡¦³¡¦´¥¤¨Â¨³ªµ¥¦µ»«¨ Á¨·¤
¡¦³Á¸¥¦· ÙÑ ¡¦¦¬µ ¤ÁÈ¡¦³µÁoµ² ¡¦³¦¤¦µ·¸µ Â¨³ ×Ñ ¡¦¦¬µ ¤ÁÈ¡¦³
¦¤Ã°¦µ·¦µ² ¥µ¤¤»¦µ»¤µ¦
ÒØ.ÑÑ .
-¡·¸ªµ«·¨µ§¬r
-¡·¸Áª¸¥Á¸¥
-¤µ¦Âµª´¦¦¤µµµ·
-¦´¦³µ°µ®µ¦Á¥È¸ÉÃ¦Â¦¤
ª´°µ·¥r ¸É Ô ¤·»µ¥ ¡.«. ÓÖÖÖ
ÑÚ.ÑÑ-ÒÒ.ÑÑ. ¦³»¤³¦¦¤µ¦¦·®µ¦ ICDV/IABU  ª´¦³¥»¦ª«µªµ ¦»Á¡¤®µ¦
´Êª´
¼oÁ oµ¦nª¤¦³»¤Á·µ¨´¦³Á«
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ภาคผนวก
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